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Mr. COURT: It is not; because the law
provides that certain things shall not be
in the rules. If the registrar accepts a
set of rules containing objectionable pro-
visions contrary to the law, that is the
fault of the registrar; and he is not
likely to do so.

Mr. Hawke: Who will he be?
Mr. COURT: I do not know.
Mr. Heal: What power is there to dis-

cipline?
Mr. COURT: The power of discipline is

a specific one provided for in the Bill.
The registrar investigates the matter: and
if he considers there is a case, he will take
it to the Minister; and the Minister has
the power to direct the association to stop
taking such action. The association must
stop it; and if it does not, it will be sub-
ject to a penalty under the Act. I think
that Is fair enough. It must be borne in
mind that in a State which has several
very real disadvantages in regard to
attracting Industry, we do not want to
make it harder to canvass for It.

Mr. Jamieson: You do not seem to
realise the main ones: that is the trouble.

Mr. Heal: Were the disadvantages with
us from 1953 on?

Mr. COURT: The disadvantages have
always been with us and I think it must
be agreed that since we have been in office
we have tried to get industry revitalised
In this State. We are not standing still.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. COURT: We have some very worth-

while negotiations In train and we are not
dismayed. If I took notice of all I heard
from members of the Opposition, I would
give up the ghost.

MR. BRAND (Greenough-Premier): I
move-

That the Minister for Industrial
Development be given leave to con-
tinue his speech at a later sitting.

Motion put and passed.
Debate adjourned.

LICENSING ACT AMIENDMENT BILL

Council's Message

Message from the Council received and
read notifying that it did not insist on its
amendment No. 6.

BILLS (2)-RETURNED

1. Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 3).
Without amendment.

2. Stamp Act Amendment Bill.
With amendments.

House adjourned at 6.11 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
POISONING OF DOGS

Implications in "Weekend Mail" Against
Waterside Workers

1. The Hon. R. THOMPSON asked the
Minister for Mines:

In view of the article by Allison
Fox which appeared on page nine
of the Weekend Mail dated the
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14th November, 1959, relating to
dog-poisoning in the Cottesloc dis-
trict, will the Minister inform the
House-

(1) Are buckets of strychnine
left in places ac~esilble to
workers on the Fremantle
waterfront?

(2) How many waterfront work-
ers reside in the Cottesloe
district?

(3) Who was the police officer
from the Cottesloe Police
Station who made com-
ments to the Weekend Mail
newspaper?

(4) Does this police officer con-
sider that the dog-poisoning
in the Cottesloe district is
the action of a waterfront
worker?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH replied:
(1) Strychnine is a very limited im-

port through the port of Freman-
tie; and Is imported and handled
under the strict guard and con-
trol of the Customs Department
and of the Fremantle Harbour
Trust. The trust states categoric-
ally that under no circumstances
is open strychnine ever to be found
on the wharves.

(2) This information is not readily
available, but a reliable estimate
places the number of waterside
workers who reside In the Cottes-
boe district at approximately 40.

(3) Sergeant J. Short.
(4) No. No reference was made to

waterside workers: nor does the
sergeant have any reason to sus-
pect that a wharf labourer was
responsible.

PRIVATE WATER SUPPLIES

Finance by Local Authorities

2. The Hon. R. IF. HUTCHISON asked
the Minister for Local Government:
(1) F'urther to my questions on Wed-

nesday the 28th October, 1959-
No. 5-with particular reference to
No. (4) thereof, and in view of
the Municipal Corporations Act
Amendment Bill (No. 3) passed
by this House on Thursday, the
19th November, 1959, will the Min-
ister inform the House whether
the provisions contained In sub-
section (1) (c) of the proposed
new section 437A will allow local
authorities to finance the installa-
tion of private water supplies for
ratepayers on their properties?

(2) If so, will the Minister advise the
local authorities accordingly?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN replied:
(1) No, as the provision of private

water supplies is not a work
authorised by the Municipal Cor-
porations Act.

(2) Answered by No. (1).

BILLS (5)-ASSENT
Message from the Governor received and

read notifying assent to the following
Bills:-

1. Entertainments Tax Act Amendment
Bill.

2. Entertainments Tax Assessment Act
Amendment Bill.

3. Bunbury Harbour Board Act Amend-
ment sinl.

4. Town Planning and Development Act
Amendment Bill (No. 3).

5. Albany Harbour Board Act Amend-
ment Bill.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 3)

in Committee

The Chairman of Committees (the Hon.
W. Rt. Hall) in the Chair: the Hon. A. F.
Griffith (Minister for Mines) in charge of
the Bill.

Clause 1 put and passed,
Cluse 2-Section 32A added:
The Hon. L. C. DIVER: I move an

amendment--
Page 4-Add after subelause (5)

new subelauses as follows:-
(6) Instead of requiring the under-

taking referred to In subsection (3)
of this section from. the applicant
the Commission may with the con-
sent of the Minister accept a
guarantee in a form acceptable to
the Commission from any local
authority In whose district the
supply of electricity Is made avail-
able under this section, which
guarantee a local authority is here-
by empowered to give.

(71) A local authority which
gives a guarantee pursuant to
the provisions of sub-section
(6) of this section is hereby
empowered to demand and recover
from any applicant payment of any
amount paid to the Commission on
his behalf under such guarantee.

(8) Whenever a local authority Is
required under the terms of at
guarantee to make payment to the
Commission of any sum for elec-
tricity supplied to any applicant the
moneys so paid shall be a charge on
the land of that applicant notwith-
standing any change in the owner-
ship of the land or of any estate or
interest therein.
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The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The Govern- to spend money themselves on this type
ment has no objection to the amendment,
but the three additional subclauses which
the amendment seeks to insert in the Bill
would be somewhat limited in their
application, because there is a restricted
amount of money to be made available for
the new type of extensions that are en-
visaged by the Bill. As I indicated during
my second reading speech, it is intended
to channel approximately £50,000 into
that kind of work this year, but I am not
sure whether that is to be spent over the
whole 12 months.

I point out, however, that it will be
necessary for the honourable member to
insert the words "and recover' after the
word "demand" in line 4 of proposed new
subclause ('7).

The Ron. L. C. DIVER: When I re-read
the clause the other day I realised that
those two words would have to be inserted in
that particular subclause. I thank the
Minister for drawing my attention to the
point; and with the consent of the Com-
mittee, I ask leave to include those words
in my amendment.

Leave granted.

The Hon. L. C. DIVER: In regard to
the Minister's remarks on the limited
amount of money to be made available
from a Government source, I point out
that in the early part of the Bill it is
provided that the commission can specify
what funds it wants contributed. There,
fore, it leaves the local authority in the
position that it can contribute towards the
cost of any new extension; and it is
highly desirable that it should be able
to enter into negotiations to find finance
for some of these undertakings.

The Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: There is a wise
principle at the back of the Proposals in
the Bill and also in the amendment, but
I think the whole question needs tidying
up; not in this session but at some future
date. Earlier in the session we learned
that local authorities would be permitted
to assist individuals with sewerage instal-
lations and then, only the other evening,
a private member Introduced a Bill that
sought to permit local authorities to do
that work on bank overdraft. However,
we also have another paragraph which
contains the words "any other work ap-
proved by the Government."

In my opinion there is no need for the
first two paragraphs, because apparently
the local authorities will be able to do
work for its ratepayers by overdraft.
Under this Bill, the State Electricity Com-
mission will be able to ask for additional
funds to extend an existing service: and
the Minister has said that £50,000 wvill be
channelled in this direction for the re-
mainder of this Year. Mr. Diver has now
said that the local authorities will be able

of work. This is a peculiar situation.
Local authorities will be able to raise an
overdraft for sewerage work, but not for
electricity extensions.

The Hon. L. C. Diver: But the Bill also
provides that it can do any other work
approved by the Governor.

The Ron. J. G. HISLOP: If that were
accepted by the Committee, there would
be no need for this amendment.

The Hon. L. C. Diver: This is a ques-
tion of what the State Electricity Commis-
sion can do.

The Hon. J. G. HISLOP: The whole
question of what local authorities can do
for their ratepayers requires to be tidied
up. There are three different methods
now by which work can be done for rate-
payers, and I hope that the Government
will tidy up the Act at a later date.

The Hon. A.' F. ORIFFTTH: I will not
labour this question, but the State Elec-
tricity Commission-as I understand the
position-has no power at present to ex-
tend electricity mains to a distance which
would make the extension an uneconomi-
cal proposition; and, in the same way, the
Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage De-
partment may not extend a water reticu-
lation scheme if the amount of revenue
to be derived from it will not give a
reasonable return on the amount of capi-
tal expenditure.

Until a few days ago the Government
was unaware that a similar Bill in respect
of the City of Fremantle was to be intro-
duced by a private member. It is un-
fortunate that we have two or three Bill
which purport to achieve the same objec-
tive.

During the second reading I was asked
by Mr. Davies whether this Bill would
apply to the metropolitan area. As a re-
sult of some inquiries I have been in-
formed that in respect of the metropoli-
tan area, natural development will at-
tend to the problem. In respect to the
fringes of the metropolitan area, where
rapid development will not attend to the
problem, this Bill will apply. I am ad-
vised that the Bill is intended to bring
about extensions in the fringe areas and
the outer areas.

Amendment put and passed; the clause
as amended, agreed to.

Title put and passed.

Bill reported with an amendment and
the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time and returned to
the Assembly with an amendment.
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TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 4)

In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees
rn-e Hon. G. C. MacKiUnion) din tle

Chair: the Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for
Local Government) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.

Clause S-Sections 33A and 33B added:

The Hon. G. E. JEFFERY: I move an
amendment--

Page 4, line 16-Add the following
subsection:-

(5) (a) The holder of an extra-
ordinary license issued under this
section may from time to time dur-
ing the currency of the license
apply to the Court in the manner
provided in subsection (1) of this
section, for ant order varying the
limitations and conditions to
which the license is for the time
being subject or cancelling and
substituting other limitations and
conditions theref or.

(b) If the Court is of opinion
that the limitations and condi-
tions, to which the extraordinary
license is then subject, should be
varied or cancelled and other
limitations or conditions sub-
stituted therefor for the reason
that the complainant has changed
his place of residence, place of
employment or hours of employ-
ment or for any other reason
which the Court considers suffi-
cient, the Court may order ac-
cordingly.

(c) When an order is so made,
the Commissioner of Police shall
cause the limitations and condi-
tions as so varied or substituted
to be endorsed on the license.

(d) The Court may order the
complainant to Day the whole or
any part of the costs of an ap-
plication made under this section.

I1 appreciate the assistance given to me
by the Minister for Local Government, by
Mr. Shillington, and by the Crown Law De-
partment's draftsman, in the framing of
this amendment. The Bill makes provi-
sion for the issue of extraordinary licenses,
and the Police Department may at the end
of every 12 months renew the licenses, pro-
viding the holders have not committed any
further breach.

The situation envisaged under the
amendment is that a person who has re-
ceived an extraordinary license may be
faced with altered circumstances since the
issue of the license. He may be an em-
ployee of the Water Supply Department
living in West Perth. The magistrate may
have granted the extraordinary license for

the period of 15 minutes before com-
mencement of work, until 15 minutes after
his knock off time. That would be suffi-
cient to enable him to travel to work and
return borne while he was residing in West
Perth. Then he may change his place of
residence to Noliamara or Riverton, and
require more time to travel to and from
work.

If this amendment is agreed to. this
person will be able to apply to the magi-
strate for a variation in the hours, and
the magistrate will be empowered to
accede to the application.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I approached
the Crown Law Department in respect of
these amendments, and they were drafted
by the department in accordance with the
wishes of the honourable member who
moved them. They are acceptable to the
Government. For that reason I support
the amendment.

Amendment put and passed.
The Hon. G. E. JEFFERY: I move an

amendment.
Page 4, line 35-Add after the word.

"fit," the words, "unless the Court.
thinks that, having regard to the
special circumstances of the case, a.
fine would be an adequate punish-
ment, for the offence."

The Hon. 0. E. JEFFERY: When look-
Ing at the relevant clause in the Bill, it.
will be seen that a person who commits.
a breach can be fined up to £100; and.
in addition, it Is mandatory for the magi-
strate to cancel his license. If my amend-
ment is agreed to, the mandatory pro-
vision will be eliminated. The court,
having regard to the special circumstances
of the case, would then be able to vary
the Punishment and merely fine the in-
dividual. His breach could be a very small
one, and the magistrate might fine him
only £1. For instance, a car may break
down on a major highway, such as the
Swinana Freeway. The driver would have
to get assistance to remove the vehicle,
thereby forcing him to drive at a time
when the license had actually expired.
In a case of that sort, the clause would
give the magistrate the power of discre-
tion, which is an excellent power for him
to have in a matter of this nature.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I would like
to have progress reported on this clause
because the amendment, as submitted. Is
not worded as it should be; and, in order
to obtain the correct wording, I desire a
little extra time.

The DEPUTY CHAIPAIAN (the Hon. G.
C. MacKinnon): Would Mr. Jeff ery be
prepared to withdraw his amendment for
the benefit of the Clerks?

The Hon. G. E. JEFFERY: Yes,
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Progress reported to a later stage of the

sitting.
(Continued on page 3441.)
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METROPOLITAN REGION
IMPROVEMENT TAX

BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 12th Novem-
ber.

THE HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropoli-
tan) L5.3]:. For reaons which I will ex-
plain in a moment, I appeal to the Min-
Ister and to the House to refrain from
considering this Bill further this session.
In 195'? a similar Bill made its appear-
ance on the notice paper, but it was not
dealt with by the House. However, noth-
ing occurred as a result. No such Bill ap-
peared in 1958, but the town planning
scheme went on as previously. I suggest
that if this Bill were delayed for another
12 months, no harmn would be done, be-
cause the scheme would again continue to
be implemented.

I emphasise the point that when we
were considering the question of the special
metropolitan land tax in connection with
the town planning Bill which has since
Passed both Houses, there was a doubt
in the minds of some members that if the
amendment to that Bill had been persisted
with, the whole measure might have been
wrecked.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: No-one wanted
to wreck that Bill.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: That is so.
My definite understanding is that no-one
wanted to wreck the Bill. Anyhow, it can-
not be wrecked now because it has been
Passed by both Houses and only requires
the Governor's assent to become law.
Therefore, whatever happens to this Bill
cannot have any real effect on the efficacy
of the Bill that has been passed. It
can come into operation, and everything
contained in it can be put into effect.

There are two reasons why I suggest
that this Bill should be deferred for 12
months, the first being that in that period
the Government would have an oppor-
tunity for a little further contemplation
of the view already expressed that the
financing of this development authority
should be a matter for Consolidated Re-
venue, rather than the subject of a special
tax upon the metropolitan area. My
second submission is that the Premier,
in his policy speech at the last general
elections, did not make any mention
of Introducing an extra land tax of
one halfpenny in the f in the metro-
politan area, but he did promise a reduc-
tion. Being a simple-minded person my-
self, I-and a lot of other simple-minded
people-assumed that during this session
there would be a Bill introduced to reduce
land tax by 20 per cent., as was promised.
That Bill has not made its appearance.
Not only has it not made its appearance,
but the Minister has made it very clear
that it will not make its appearance.

I suggest to the Minister that, in just
the same way as the Bill to reduce land
tax by 20 per cent. is not going to make
its appearance until 1960, in common fair-
ness this Bill we are Dow considering
ought likewise not be presented to Par-
liament until 1960, I do not desire to
repeat all I said when dealing with the
complementary measure, but in order to
emphasise one of the points I made earlier,
I would like to read this letter from the
Cockburn Road Board which arrived at my
office last Friday, before the vote was
taken on Friday afternoon. It is as fol-
lows:-

At the last Town Planning Commit-
tee meeting of my Board a unanimous
motion was tarried complimenting you
upon the rejection of a special metro-
politan land tax to finance the metro-
politan regional town planning scheme.

My Board have a Town Planning
Consultant, Miss M. Feilman, B.A..
Dip.T.P. (Dunelm.), A.R.I.B.A., A.M.T.
P.I. (Lond), A.R.ATA., and we are
at the moment spending E2,000 upon
a district zoning scheme, which incor-
p orates aerial photography, Contour -
ing, checking each lot and including
all lines of communications as a ground
work prior to an overall scheme.

Mfter waiting three years for a town
planning scheme as promised by the
Town Planning Board we received
some shaded sections on a standard
341.A40 Lands Department litho.

It is felt that each local authority
should have a Town Planning Scheme
but after all It is entirely the duty of
such local authority to prepare same.

That illustrates the point I was trying
to make the other day. It may be true
that Geraldton, Albany, and Bunibury have
their own town planning schemes, for
which they pay themselves. But that
happens to be not only so in the case of
those towns, but also in regard to Cock-
burn, Darling Range, Melville, and other
places; and this scheme before us is, I sub-
mit, a State-wide scheme.

I also had a letter from a resident of
Kalamunda in the Darling Range area.
Why he wrote to me has not been stated,
but he says that be is not quite clear as to
why he should bear a land tax for the
Proposed extension of the road from the
Narrows Bridge to North Perth. Inciden-
tally, he points out-and in so doing con-
firms a statement I made the other night
-that whereas 11 years ago his total land
tax, water rates, and road board rates
were £7, today they are £65. He echoes
my complaint that there is a limit to
which special taxes can be imposed on
property.

For these reasons I make a special ap-
peal to the Minister not to proceed with
this Bill during the current session, hut
to take time during the recess to consider
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whether he will still persist with the idea
of a special tax on metropolitan land or
whether the money will be taken, as I
have suggested, out of general revenue.

Many property owners in the immedi-
ate vicinity of this Chamber are greatly
alarmed about this proposed tax. I1 re-
ceived an urgent phone call this morning
from one such property owner who last
week was caught for £3,000 by virtue of
the Hire-Purchase Bill which was passed,
and he is going to be caught for several
hundred pounds by this tax. He has rightly
said that there is a limit to which his
business can withstand the impositions of
Parliament.

THE HON. F. J1. S. WISE (North) [5.14]:
I1 believe that the observations of Mr.
Watson are very timely. It was interest-
ing to hear the letter read from the Cock-
burn Road Board. I am wondering whether
only Mr. Watson is entitled to receive such
a letter, because if he were not the only
one, the thanks would be a little bit Pre-
mature I suggest.

The case that he has made for the
postponement of this legislation is very
sound. The Bill which is vital to the de-
velopment of the whole of the metropoli-
tan region has been passed. It was a Bill
which in principle, in so far as metro-
politan regional planning is concerned.
was supported by every member who spoke
to it. There is nothing to stop the imple-
mentation of the regional plan within the
authority given by the Bill which has been
passed by both Houses.

The promised legislation to reduce the
land tax not having arrived, and certainly
unlikely to arrive this session or, maybe.
next session, means that there will be no
reduction in the land tax as such. The
amount proposed to be raised by this tax
could well come from the land tax; indeed,
more money than is necessary for this
plan is now tied up in land tax, and if the
20 per cent. reduction were granted there
would be sufficient to finance the imple-
mentation of the Government's desires
from that source.

I hope that the Government will see its
way clear to take Mr. Watson's advice.
and defer or postpone the Bill without
worrying about amending It in Committee
along the lines proposed.

THE HON. J. 0. HISLOP (Metropolitan)
[5.16]: The storm of criticism over this
Bill grows day by day, and while I might
have been criticised by the newspaper,
because it thought I was going to object
to the tax, the criticism from the rate-
payers has grown considerably since I
voted with the Government to help pass
the town planning measure which has re-
cently been agreed to by both Houses. A
number of people have contacted me or
sent me messages protesting-

The PRESIDENT: The honourable
member has already spoken to this Bill.

The Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I apologise,
Mr. President.

THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-
Minister for Local Government-in reply)
E5.17]: This House recently debated clause

38 of the Metropolitan Region Town Plan-
ning Scheme Bill. Part of clause 38
reads--

The authority shall pay or cause
to be paid to the Fund-

(a) the Proceeds of the Metro-
politan Region Improvement
Tax referred to in section
forty-one of this Act;

That, in effect, is the regional tax we are
now discussing; and the House agreed
that that tax should be paid to the autho-
rity. Now we have a set of circumstances
under which members are saying that that
tax may be paid to the fund, but there
will be no money with which to pay it.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: They are only
two of the sources of revenue provided for
in the Bill which has already been passed;
and you know it.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The clause
states--

The authority shall pay or cause tot
be paid to the Fund-

(a) the Proceeds of the Metro-
politan Region Improvement.
Tax referred to in section
forty-one of this Act.

The House has already agreed to that,
provision.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: What about
(b) and (c) ?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: If we defeat
this measure that provision will not be
able to apply, even though the House has
already agreed to it. That is a fair assess-
ment of the position. Some members say
that we can go on without this tax for
another 12 months. In my opinion, we
cannot do that. People in the metropoli-
tan region have been waiting to know
what their Position is likely to be; and
they have been waiting for a considerable
period. I do not want them to wait any
longer than is absolutely necessary.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Use the
punters' tax money, if the Bill goes
through.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: If this Bill is
defeated the authority will be deprived
of the necessary money to enable it to
put the plan into operation. I am Quite
prepared to accept the amendment which
is on the notice Paper, because that ties
in with the life of the town planning Bill;
but I hope the House will not accept the
other amendment, or that members will
defeat the Hill. An authority such as
this, which is set up to implement a town
planning scheme, should not have to rely
on hand-outs.

I gave a solemn undertaking that this
matter would be reviewed, and so it will
be. Mr. Wise said that I told the House
that maybe legislation to reduce the land
tax would be introduced next session, if
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not this session. I gave a solemn under-
taking that that would be done. Although
the Premier made that statement on the
hustings, and promised that land tax
would be reduced, he did not say when
it would be reduced. Ordinarily a Gov-
ernment has a life of three years and,
during that period, it puts its policy into
operation. There is nothing wrong with
that procedure.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The Premier
did not say he would introduce this tax.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Legislation
identical with this was introduced in 1957
by the then Labor Government. It was
supported by Mr. Wise, Mr. Strickland.
and every other Labor member in this
House.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: But there
are three sources.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: This legisla-
tion is identical with that introduced in
1957 to provide for a metropolitan region
tax of one halfpenny in the £.

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: There is a dif-
ference; they are in Opposition now.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Yet now Mr.
Wise says it is timely for Mr. Watson to
suggest that this legislation should be de-
feated. If it was timely for the legis-
lation to be introduced in 1957, it is even
more timely for it to be passed now, be-
cause people have been waiting for two
years for something to happen. But no-
thing has happened so far.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: What about
the land tax?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The honourable
member's Government increased the land
tax, and pretty steeply, too.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Hut you
promised to reduce it.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The honour-
able member's Government also intro-
duced a lot of other taxes.

The Hon. W. F. Willesee: But you have
not removed them.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: We have re-
moved two of them.

The lion. H. C. Strickland: Only £3,000
for the entertainments tax.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: NO; more than
that. I appreciate the contents of the
letter which Mr. Watson received from the
Cockburn Road Hoard; but do not let us
forget that I have had people telephone me,
and I have had discussions with different
organisations in this city which are as-
tounded at the attitude Mr. Watson took.
So do not let us talk about these different
people and organisations, because some of
them were not so happy about his atti-
tude. However, I do not intend to-

The Hon. H. K. Watson: They have not
been in touch with me.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: They have been
in touch with me. The Cockburn Road
Board has not contacted me; that body
wrote to the honourable member. I hope
the House will not agree to the proposed
amendment, or even to the suggestion
made by Mr. Watson that we drop the Hill.
If that suggestion is Supported, members
will be going against something to which
they have already agreed. As I said earlier,
I am prepared to accept the amendment
that ties in with the life of the planning
Bill. If that is agreed to, we can review
the position at the end of the two years.
I hope the House will pass the second
reading.

Question Put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes-
Hon. C. R. Abbey
Hon. J. Cunningham
Hon. L. C. Diver
Hon. A. F. Griffith
Hon. S. 0. Hislop
Hon. L. A. Logan
Hon. A. L. Loton

No0
0. Bennetts
E. Md. Davies
J. J. Garrigan
E. Md. Heenan
R. F. Hutchison
0. E. Jeffery
F. R. H. Lavery

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Aye
Hon. A. R. Jones

Majority for-i.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon
Hon. R. C. Mattiske
Eon. H. L. Roche
Hon. C. R. Simpson
Hon. J. M. Thomnson
Hon. F. D. Wliftmott
Hon. J. Murray

(Teller.)
es-13.

Hon.
Hen.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Ron.

H. C. Strickland
J. D. Teahan
R. Thompson
H. X. Watson
F. J. 8. Wise
W. B. Hall

(Teller.)
Pair.

No
Hon. W. F. Willese

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (the Hon.

W. R. Hall) in the Chair; the Hon. L. A.
Logan (Minister for Local Government)
in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1 put and passed.
Clause 2-Metropolitan Region Improve-

ment Tax:
The Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an

amendment-
Page 1. line 11-Delete the word

:'sixty" and insert in lieu the word
'sixty-one."

If the amendment is agreed to the tax
will apply for the first time for the finan-
cial year beginning the 1st July next.

We are already half way through this
financial year. and if the principle of a
special metropolitan tax is to be accepted,
it should not commence to run until the
financial Year commencing the 1st July
next and ending the 30th June, 1981. That
would he the Year in which the Minister
has assured us there would also be a re-
duction of land tax.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I do not intend
to go over the ground again. We have
discussed this aspect very fully. I hope the
Committee will not agree to the amend-
ment.
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The Hon. J. G. HISLODP: Much as I do
flat like to distress the Minister by con-
stantly referring to this matter, I suggest
it may be possible for him to consider
delaying the measure until the Proposed
new session early next year. we could
then investigate whe~re the impost would
fall. A businessman rang me up today
and pointed out that when the land tax
was imposed, It raised his rental to £3,750
a year; an additional tax of over £300.
By hire-purchase taxation we have imn-
Posed on his business, that amount will be
raised by a further £350. This increase
will mean that that firm, with a6 frontage
of 50-odd feet in the city. will be paying
£100 in tax.

Most of this tax will come Out Of the
central city area; and it is a question of
whether the impost is being made
correctly. I realise that we must get on
rapidly with our town planning develop-
ment, and that we must have money to
carry out the work, but it seems that we
should not impose this tax on people who
cannot afford it. If we could Postpone
consideration of this measure until the
next session, which is likely to be held in
March, we will overcome a lot of the
criticism from the city area. Unless we
obtain the co-operation of the people who
are to participate in this town planning
development scheme, progress is likely to
be hindered. I pointed out recently that
the development association of Melbourne
had done a wonderful job. We should not
incense those whose help we want in this
scheme; and I would ask the Minister to
postpone consideration of the Bill.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: While there
may be rumours of a sitting In March.
I could not guarantee such a happening;
so Dr. Hislop's suggestion, if agreed to.
could mean a loss of twelve months' tax.
which is essential for this authority. I
gave some figures earlier as to what one
halfpenny in the f would mean. A place
in central Hay Street with a 50-ft. front-
age would pay £156 5s. The most any
householder would pay would be £3 19s. 2d.:
and that would be in Mosman Park and
Peppermint Grove. In Midland Junction
the average would be 8s. 4d.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: That is if
valuations remain the same.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The Govern-
ment has no control over valuations; that
is the job of the local authority. As I have
already said these areas have been re-
valued.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: With the In-
flationary trend they will be revalued
again.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: If the values
rise then the value must be there.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Not the real
value.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Mr. Watson is
worrying about our reaching saturation
point. But people are still purchasing
blocks today and paying large sums for
them. They are not worried about the
one halfpenny in the £. Unless this auth-
orily Can be given financial backing, it
cannot operate as it should. If we put
this off till March. those who have been
waiting for years will have to wait an-
other twelve months. I oppose the amend-
ment.

The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: It is all
very well for the Minister to say that most
of these districts have been revalued.
There are a lot of people in Applecross.
who are not of my political faith, who
are very upset.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Everybody is
upset about taxation.

The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: Some of
these people have bought nice homes and
have paid as much as £5,000 and £6,000
for their blocks of land. Members can ask
Mr. Roche what is happening.

The lion. H. L. Roche: I am not worried.
The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: flat may

be so, but the People in these nice homes
are battling as it is. Mr. Watson's argu-
ment has great merit. It is all right for
the Minister for Mines to sit there with
a funny grin on his face, but he is not
affected.

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: You don't even
know what I am saying.

The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: All I am
concerned about is that funny looking
grin on the Minister's face. As Mr. Watson
said, the promised reduction of land tax
by the Premier cannot be effected until
next year. Now we propose a further land
tax on the community. As Dr. Hislop said,
this has reached saturation point. I sup-
port the amendment.

The Hon. R. C. MATTISKE: It is re-
grettable that this Chamber has no power
to deal with Bills affecting finance.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is another
silly grin I have on my face!I

The Hon. R. C. MATTISKE: This meas-
ure is an excellent example of that. When
the first move was made to introduce a
metropolitan regional plan and to raise
finance for it, I was of the opinion that
the financial burden should be spread
throughout the State, and I endeavoured to
introduce an amendment to that effect,
but was ruled out of order. The only
recourse I had to get the matter reviewed
in another place was to vote against the
taxing clause.

The result was that the Bill was referred
back to that other place and was con-
sidered at length In Cabinet. rlor to the
Bill returning here, I1 had an opportunity
of discussion with the Minister for Local
Government. and the Treasurer, and, as
a result, I am satisfied that, much as I
am opposed to a tax of this nature being
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applied to one section of the community
only, I have no alternative but to support
the measure: that is because of the con-
fusion that would ensue in regard to those
people who have property which up till
now has been frozen.

I do not refer to the big people 'with
factory land, or land in the city area, but
to the hundreds of people who have land
which they bought in good faith and which
may be involved in the provision of elec-
tric railways lines or something like that.
There are thousands of such people in the
area in which I live. People have bought
land on which to build and have since
been told that they can neither build nor
sell their blocks. We must proceed with
this measure immediately to give those
people some relief one way or another. I
still dislike the principle of sectional taxa-
tion but, if, as the Treasurer has said to
me privately, the finances of the State
are such that they cannot bear the cost
of £140,000, then there is no alternative
but to support the measure. We have had
an assurance that the cost will not be
increased beyond one halfpenny in the £.

If It can be tied down to two years,
and no longer, we will then have an op-
portunity of seeing how the plan is faring;,
we will have a better opportunity of know-
ing what costs will be involved; and we
will have an opportunity of deciding
whether there should be any tax, and the
extent of the tax, if any. We can then
vote with clear minds on the taxing meas-
ure that may be introduced, knowing in
more detail what will be involved.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: If the pro-
posal to impose this one halfpenny in the
f tax had been placed before us in 1955,
or even in 1956, I would not have objected;
and no-one else would have objected. I
feel sure of that. I do not know whether
Mr. Mattiske was here in 1956, but I would
remind him and the Committee that, in
1956, the land tax payable in the metro-
politan area was lifted by £1,000,000 per
year. Land tax collections went up from
£400,000 to £:1,400,000; and 90 per cent. of
that money came from the metropolitan
area-most of it from the city. A lot has
been said about that terrific increase which,
in some cases, was from £50 to £300 or
£400. I remember one case where land
tax rose from £3,000 to £15,000; and Dr.
Hislop mentioned a case where it rose
from £400 to £3,000.

1 submit that the increase which took
place then was sufficient to finance the
metropolitan regional development plan;
the country regional development plan;
the sputnik development plan; the lunar
development plan; or any other plan which
might have escaped my imagination. An
amount of £1,000,000 per year should be
sufficient to look after the matter we are
now dealing with.

Amendment Put and a division called for.

The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell,
I give my vote with the ayes.

Division taken with the following re-
suit:-

Ayes--13.
Ron. 0. Benaetts Hon, F. R. H. Lavery
Hon. E, MA. Davies Hon. H. C. Strickland
Eon. J. J. Garrlgan Hon. J3. D. Teahan
Hon. W. R, Hall Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. E. MA. Heenan Hon. F. J. S. Wise
lion. R. F. Hutchison Hon. U. Thompson
Hon. G. E. Jeffery (Teller.)

Noes-14.
Ron. C. R. Abbey Hon. 0. 0. MclKinnon
Hon. J. Cunningham Hon. J. Munray
Hon. L. C, Diver Hon. H. L. Rocks
Hon. A. F. OrLth Hon. C. H. Simpson
Hon. J1. 0. Htslop Hon. J. IA. Thomson
Eon. L. A. Logan Hon. F. D. Wilrott
Hon. A, L. Loton Hon. R. C. Mattiske

majority against-1.

Amendmnent thus negatived.
The Hon. H. X. WATSON: I move an

amendment--
Page 1, lines 11 and 12-Insert after

the word "thereafter" the words "UP
to the year of assessment ending on
the thirtieth day of June, one thous-
and nine hundred and sixty-two."

Amendment put and passed.
The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move an

amendment-
Page 2, line 1-Delete the words

"Town Planning and Development
Act, 1928," and substitute the words
"Metropolitan Region Town Planning
Scheme Act, 1959."

This amendment is necessary because of
the alteration to the title of another Bill.

Amendment put and passed.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an

amendment-
Page 2, line 2-Delete the word

"halfpenny" and substitute the word
"farthing."

This afternoon, in Committee, we have
heard of the seriousness of the impost of
taxation on land in the metropolitan area;
and the serious impact on business prem-
ises in the metropolitan area of a Bill
passed last week-to wit, the Stamp Act
Amendment Bill-in regard to hire-pur-
chase agreements. The moving of this
amendment will provide an opportunity
to test the feelings of members who
have definitely spoken against this Bill's
continuing; and to test the opportunity
of reducing this tax, which has been
shown to be unnecessary by the increas-
ing burden being placed on the people
-in the words of other members-by
the land tax as it applies today. Now
we have the opportunity for the Govern-
ment to look very carefully at this meas-
ure, to ensure that there will be a greater
equity in the levying of this tax. In an-
ticipation of a reduction of land tax next
year, no harm can come if this amend-
ment is accepted.
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The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: As the Leader
of the House has a motion to put before
members prior to the tea adjournment, I
shall ask that progress be reported to a
later stage of the sitting.

P rogress reported to a later stage of the
Bitting.

ART GALLERY BILL
Continuation of Managers' Conference
THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban

-Minister for Mines): I move-
That the Legislative Council ad-

vises the Legislative Assembly that
it is desired that the conference of
managers on the Art Gallery Bill be
continued at 6.45 p~m. on Tuesday,
the 24th November, in the Ministers'
Room of the Legislative Council.

I regret the necessity to interrupt the
previous proceedings, but unless this mes-
sage is conveyed to the Legislative AS-
sembly and returned to this Chamber be-
fore 6.15 p.m., there will be no opportunity
to hold the conference. Therefore, in the
circumstances, I hope I am forgiven.

Question put and passed, and the Leg-
islative Assembly acquainted accordingly.

METROPOLITAN REGION
IMPROVEMENT TAX BILL

In Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the
sitting. The Chairman of Committees (the
Ron. W. R. Hall) in the Chair; the Hon.
L. A. Logan (Minister for Local Govern-
ment) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 2,-Metropolitan Region Improve-
ment Tax (partly considered):

The CHAIRMAN: Progress was report-
ed on the clause after the following amend-
ment had been moved by Mr. Wise:-

Page 2. line 2-Delete the word
"halfpenny" and substitute the word
"farthing."

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: At least I can
say that members are persistent and con-
sistent in endeavouring to do something
about this Bill.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Do justice
toit,

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Mr. Watson
spoke about the steep increase in land
tax. Surely that was as a result of the
introduction of a measure by the Labor
Government, in which Mr. Wise and Mr.
Strickland were Ministers. They were the
ones responsible for that special increase
in land tax.

The H-on. H. C. Strickland: You wanted
tn vote it out.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Perhaps I did.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Now you
want to put it in.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The honour-
able member wants the rate reduced from
one halfpenny to one farthing. We could
probably say this is being pound foolish
and farthing wise.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise; I have a
daughter named Penny Wise.

The Hon. L, A. LOGAN: The amount
of one farthing is ridiculous when we con-
sider the sum required. It would not give
us sufficient money.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise; You would have
to get some from Consolidated Revenue.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN; There is no-
thing In Consolidated Revenue.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: What have
you done with it?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: We have taken
loan funds in order to fund the Consoli-
dated Revenue deficit which was made
by the Labor Government in 1957-58.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland; What a
joke!

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: That is a fact:
we had to take £773,000 out of this year's
loan funds in order to fund the deficit
for 1957-58.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: There is no-
thing unusual in that.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: That is so, but
now the honourable member says to take
more money out of Consolidated Revenue.
I hope members will not agree to the
amendment.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: This is
a fair proposition. Alter all, the Minister
has, on more than one occasion, attempted
to lead us to believe that this is the only
source of revenue available to the Gov-
ernment with which to finance the re-
gional planning scheme. But members
will recall that we passed a Bill which
left other avenues open. Property-owners
who are not viticulturists, nurserymen,
apiarists and so on are the only ones re-
quired to pay the tax. But the principal
measure distinctly says that the authority
can raise the money by loan; or that it
can be supplied with money from any
other source from which the Government
might like to provide it.

So this reduction of one farthing would
be something in the nature of a conces-
sion to those who will have to stand the
full brunt of the cost of the schemne: that
is, if we take the Minister's explanation
as being correct. He has told the Cham-
ber time and time again that unless this
tax is imposed, the scheme will fall down.
That is absolutely incorrect. The Mdin-
ister says, "Where can we get the money?
There is no other source." The principal
measure, which has already passed Par-
liament, and the Bills that are before Par-
liament at the moment, leave ample scope
for the finding of the money which would
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he lost to the Government if the amend- The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The reasons
ment were agreed to. The
volved, from memory, is
£100,000.

amount in-
only about

One reason why I am supporting the
amendment, and why I have opposed the
measure right through, is because the
Government intends, according to the
Minister, to use only this tax for the pur-
pose of the scheme. He has told us re-
peatedly that the scheme will fail unless
the tax is imposed. Another reason why
I support the amendment is this: I can-
not see why poultry-farmers-wealthy
poultry-farmers; and there are some who
are wealthy as well as some who are poor
-should be exempt.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is an
expression that would be new to the in-
dustry.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I can-
not see why a stud farm should be exempt
if horse-racing is an industry. But the
Minister says that the breeding of live-
stock is an agricultural pursuit. There
are many nurseries within three or four
miles of the centre of the city, and they
will appreciate in value as a result of the
over-all scheme. I cannot see why they
should be exempt from the tax. It has
been said that we have passed the prin-
cipal legislation, and that nothing can now
be done about this matter. But the posi-
tion of those who are to be called upon
to pay the impost should be made a
little bit easier.

Why should a Prosperous agriculturist,
situated close to the city, not be called
upon to pay this tax, when someone on
a fixed income, in his own home , will be
called upon to pay it? I feel that this is
a reasonable Proposition. The Minister
has been rather unreasonable and
adamant in seeking proposals which he
would not allow the previous Government
to pass. As the Committee has agreed
to the legislation having a life of two
years, I see no reason why the amendment
should seriously affect the scheme in any
way; except, perhaps, that the Government
would have to use some of its Consoli-
date Revenue money to finance the
scheme.

The HOn. H. KC. WATSON: I support
the amendment, largely for the reasons
just mentioned by Mr. Strickland. Even in
this measure we find there is an exemption
for agriculturists and the others that are
mentioned. Where is the logic or fair-
ness in exempting land that Is used for the
purposes mentioned in an area that will
have a high value for subdivisional Pur-
poses, when, on the other hand, the tax
will be imposed on properties owned by
non-profit organisations and by churches?
Anzac House. church property, and
property owned by various clubs that are
non-profit making organisationls. will be
subject to this tax, yet certain industries
will be excluded from it.

why the exemptions are made, are exactly
the same as those that applied to the
exemptions in 1957; and both Mr. Strick-
land and Mr. Wise agreed with those
exemptions. The reason is to keep within
the metropolitan region some open spaces
and some agricultural pursuits, because
if those engaged in agricultural pursuits
are not given an exemption they will be
clamouring for sub-division. This is an
incentive for those engaged in such activi-
ties to remain in them. They are the
exact words which Mr. Tonkin used in
1957; and they are the same words and
ideas that Mr. Strickland used in the same
year.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: And you
voted the measure out.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I did not vote it
out.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Which you
opposed.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I did not oppose
it; I supported the 1957 measure.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: What did
you do in 1958?

The I-on. L. A. LOGAN: The measure
was not brought down in 1958. but It
should have been. Had it been introduced
in that year, it would be law by now and I
would not have all this trouble.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That must be a
major regret.

The H-on. L. A. LOGAN: It Is.
The Hon. H. C. Strickland: I am sorry;

it was Your colleague.
The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It is regrettable

that we have for so long, been playing on
the nerves of People waiting for some
relief.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You are the
ones who are doing that.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The Bill was
introduced into Parliament early in the
session, and I thought everything would be
home and dried by now, but here we are
in the last week of the session, and we are
still dealing with it.

Amendment put and a division called
for.

The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell
I give my vote with the ayes.

Division taken with the following re-
suit:-

Ayes-14.
Hon. 0. flennetts Hon.
Hon. E. M. Davies Hion.
Ron. J. J1. Carrigan HOn.
Hon. W. R. Hall HOn.
Ron. R. Mt. Heenan Hon.
Hon. J. G. Hislop Non.
Hon. R. F. Hutchison Hon.

Nlo"s14.
0. R. Abbey HOn.
J. Cunningham Hon.

L.* C.' Diver HOn.
A. F. Griffith Hon.
Sir Chas. Lathamn Hon.
L. A. Logan Hon.
A. L. Loton non.

Hon.
HOD.
Hon.
Ron.
Hon.
Hon -
Hon.

0. E. Jeffery
F. R. H. Lavery
H. C. Strickland
It. Thompson
H. K. Watson
F. J. S. Wise
J1. D. Teahan

(Tell"r.)

0. C. MacKinnon
R. C. Mattlakfe
J. Murray
H. L. Roche
0. H. Simpson
J. Mt. Thomson
F. D. Wlllmott

(Teller.)
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The CHAIRMAN: The voting being
equal, the question passes in the negative.

Amendment thus negatived.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Have you, Sir,

put the clause?
The CHAIRMAN: No, and I shall niot

put it. The Committee has agreed to some
requested amendments, and they will be
sent to the Assembly in a form different
from the usual form.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: Is the
question before us that the clause be
agreed to? The amendments the Com-
mittee has agreed to will go to the
Assembly as requested amendments, and
they will later come back here.

The CHAIRMAN: We will resume at
this stage.

Bill reported with amendments, and
message accordingly returned to the
Assembly requesting that the amendments
be made, leave being given to sit again on
receipt of a message from the Assembly.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 P.m.

ART GALLERY BILL

Conference Managers' Report

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Minister
for Mines): I have to report that the
managers met in conference and reached
the following agreement:-

No. 1.
Not agreed to.

NO. 10.
Not agreed to.

No. 11.
The Managers decided that clause

26 be amended to read as follows:-
selling or 26. (1) Subject to the pro-
exposing viinofsbeto(2ofhs
for sale viinofsbeto(2ofhs
works of section, no person shall sell,
art Inl offer for sale or expose for sale
Art Galley7 or permit or suffer to be sold.
prohibited. offered or exposed for sale, in

the Art Gallery any work of art
that belongs to him and is
being exhibited in the Art
Gallery.

Penalty: Fifty pounds.
(2) The provisions of this

section do not apply to any
work of art that is being So
exhibited pursuant to an agree-
ment or arrangement made by
or on behalf of the State or
the Board with the Common-
wealth or any other State of
the Commonwealth or foreign
country or the trustees or
governing body of any other
art gallery.

I move-
That the report be adopted.

Question put and passed, and a mes-
sage accordingly returned to the As-
sembly.

TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 4)

In Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the
sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Commit-
tees (Thle Hon. G. C. MacKinnon) in the
Chair; the Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 3-Setions 33A and 33B added
(partly considered):

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G.
C. MacKinnon): Progress was reported on
the clause after the following amendment
had been moved by Mr. Jeffery:-

Page 4, line 35-Add after the word
"fit" the words ", unless the Court
thinks that, having regard to the
special circumstances of the case, a
flue would be an adequate punish-
ment, for the offence."

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I reported pro-
gress after Mr. JTeffery had moved his
amendment, because I wished to move an
amendment but I was not sure of the
wording. We have now passed the clause
which I wished to amend and I will there-
fore have to recommit the Bill for further
consideration of clause 3. At this stage
I have no objection to Mr. Jeffery's amend-
ment.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Title put and passed.
Bill reported with amendments.

Recommittal

On motion by the Hon. L. A. Logan
(Minister for Local Government). Bill re-
committed for the further consideration
of clause 3.

In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees
(the Hon. G. C. MacKinnon) in the Chair:
the Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for Local
Government) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 3-Sections 33A and 33B added:
The Hon. L~. A. LOGAN: I move an

amendment-
Page 2, lines 16 and 17-Delete the

words, "the Court before which he was
convicted or by which the order was
made" and insert in lieu the words,
"any Court of Petty Sessions com-
posed of a Stipendiary Magistrate."

A person living in Geraldton or Derby
could be convicted in a court in Albany.
To apply to the court before which he
was convicted would cause great incon-
venience. The amendment would allow
him to apply to any court of petty sessions,
and the stipendiary Magistrate could make
inquiries from the court which had made
the order. The reason for mentioning the
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stipendiary magistrate is that the Govern-
ment does not desire justices of the peace
to consider these applications.

The Hon. G. E. JEF'FERY: For the
reasons given by the Minister I support
the amendment.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as further amended, agreed to.

Bill again reported with a further
amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Hill read a third time and returned to

the Assembly with amendments.

ART GALLERY BILL
Assemnbly/'s Further Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
conference managers' report.

BETTING CONTROL ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 20th Novem-

ber.
THE BON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban

- Minister for Mines -in reply) (8.61:
You, Mr. President, have been kind enough
to allow members to address themselves to
the four Bills which appear in today's
notice paper as items Nos. 5, 06.'7, and 8.
Most members have taken advantage of
that situation for the obvious reason that
the four Bills are closely interrelated.

in replying to the debate on the Betting
Control Act Amendment Hill, I ask mem-
bers to bear in mind that I shall reply
to the remarks which were made in re-
lation to the four Hills. I am a little
tempted, but temptation will not catch
hold of me to a great extent, to refer to
the fact that Mr. Strickland, when speak-
ing to the first measure, charged this
Government with having imposed a great
number of taxes.

Whilst it is true that this Government
has brought down some taxing measures
-1 suppose in the course of time it will
be obliged to bring down other Bills to
introduce taxes, and from time to time it
will also introduce legislation to relieve
taxpayers-I must refer to the volumes of
Hansard which give the story of events
which took place in the regime of the
previous Government.

On page 17 of the 1958 Mansard, I asked
the then Minister for Railways (Mr. Strick-
land) the following questions:-

(1) Will he read to the House a list
of increased taxes and charges of
all kinds since 1953?

(2) What are the percentage increases
in each case?

(3) Are any further increased taxes or
charges contemplated?

Mr. Strickland replied as follows:-
(1) and (2) Information for the years

1953-56 was furnished previously
-See Hansard, Vol. 143, page 501.

He was referring to the 1956 Volume of
Mansard. If one looks at that list, one
will see the taxes imposed by the previous
Government, as given in answer to a ques-
tion asked by Sir Ross Metarty in the
Legislative Assembly. I shall not weary
the House by reading out the list. It is
recorded in Mansard. In some instances
the taxes and charges imposed on the
people of this State were very much
greater than the ones Proposed under the
measures before us.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Not 100 per
cent. greater.

The Ron. A. F. GRIFFITH: One im-
Posed by the previous Government was
not 100 per cent. greater, but 200 per
cent. greater.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Did it re-
turn £500,000?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am not
saying what amount it returned. I am
saying in answer to the interjection how
much it was increased by.

The PRESIDENT: Interjections are dis-
orderly. The Minister should not take
any notice of them.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I point that
out, not to justify the situation or to make
any excuse, but to illustrate that, con-
tained in the volumes of Mansard to which
I have referred, there are long lists of the
taxes imposed by the previous Govern-
ment on the people of Western Australia.

Some very interesting comments were
made by various speakers when they ad-
dressed themselves to these Bills. When
replying to the various addresses which
were made in relation to the Government's
Proposals to increase taxes in respect of
betting, I intend to deal only with the
main Points advanced by members, in
order that I may clarify the major issues
involved.

In the first place I want to comment
on the remarks made by Mr. Jones. He
felt that the proposed tax was too high,
Particularly in relation to the small book-
makers. When he spoke in this debate,
he expressed the view that the Govern-
ment did not appear to have given very
much consideration to the rates.

I assure members that the Government
spent a lot of time in analysing the prob-
lem, especially the question of the appro-
priate sliding scale of the turnover tax.
When I make that statement I want mem-
bers to bear in mind that the Govern-
ment, prior to the last elections, made
no secret of the fact that it proposed
to introduce an Increased sliding scale of
taxes in respect of starting price book-
makers.
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Information placed before the Govern-
ment included a case submitted by the
Premises Bookmakers' Association, and re-
turns of various kinds which were pre-
pared by Treasury officials at the Govern-
ment's direction. The case put forward
by the bookinakers, which was ref erred to
by several speakers in the course of their
addresses, showed an analysis of the ac-
counts of 124 bookmakers in various cate-
gories of turnover, and purported to show
the average net profit of each operator.
As the figures originated from the book-
makers themselves, it would be obvious
that they have to be treated with som e
reservations. But one fact can be ac-
cepted; that is, the figures can be taken
to represent a minimum return to the
bookmakers in the various groups. I
think that is a fair assessment of the
situation.

The figures supplied covered a little
more than half of the bookmakers oper-
ating in this State; that is, 124 of them,
To this extent the figures were deficient.
because they represented only one half.
The figures of net profit given for the
various categories of turnover represent
an average return to the bookmakers in
each group. This average return is, of
course, fictitious and very much on the
low side, through the inclusion of book-
makers who operated at a loss or at a
low profit, and who were obviously Ineffi-
cient operators.

That means to say that in the grouping
that was submitted, those people on the
low rung of profit were grouped with
those on the high rung and, therefore,
the average must come down very con-
siderably. That must be so when calcula-
tions of that nature are made. It all
comes about because, although the figures
could be taken as some sort of guide,
adjustments are necessary to arrive at
proper figures of net profit in the several
groups.

As a result of the adjustment to the
figures supplied by the bookmakers, and
the submission of returns from the Treas-
ury, the Government came to the conclu-
sion that the scale of turnover tax pro-
vided for in the Bill could be justified.

Mr. Jones, when referring to the Betting
Tax Investment Bill, stated that he sup-
posed we could agree that if a person
wished to derive some entertainment from
the sport of racing, he should be prepared
to pay for it. He gave us a submission of
that nature, and he then went on to say
that the proposals were a strange way of
achieving that object, because the book-
maker would have the dual role of tax
collector and bookmaker. I ask members,
"Is that so strange?" After all, is not
that precisely what happens in other forms
of taxation-entertainments tax, for ex-
ample? If one goes to a picture show, one
sees the prices advertised for the various
places in the theatre. One sees the price

that one is expected to pay; and the tax
is added to that amount. Therefore the
picture theatre proprietor is no different
from the bookmaker in that he collects
the tax on behalf of the Government.

The Hon. R. Thompson: What about
the course bookmaker?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The course
punter pays his entertainments tax at the
turnstile, and in that case the man at
the turnstile acts as the tax collector.

One of the reasons for imposing an in-
vestment tax is to counter the loss in
revenue through non-attendance of the
bettor at the course. As I was saying in
answer to an interjection by Mr. Thomp-
son, the punter goes to the course and
pays his entertainments tax there; and, in
turn, the amount is paid to the Treasury.
So, I repeat. in that case the racecourse
acts as the collector of the tax. If che
punter attends a betting shop instead of
going to the racecourse, he must surely
Pay the bookmaker, who would be the
appropriate person to collect the tax.

The Hon. J. J. Garrigan: Not all of
them can go to the course, can they?

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: I am not
suggesting for one moment that all of
them can go to the course.

The Hon. J. J. Garrigan: But the in-
vestment-

Thie PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. A. P., GRIFFITH: I am sim-

ply suggesting that when the punter goes
to the course he pays his entertainments
tax through the turnstile; and an invest-
ment tax will provide that he will pay
this tax through the S.P. bookmaker if
he attends a shop.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Thie course
punter sees the horses at the races.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Not all of them.
A lot sit around the wireless behind the
screen.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: We must
not forget, of course, that if it were not
for the entertainment on the course, the
show would not operate at all. Mr. Jones
also queries the allocation to the clubs and
describes it as an astonishing amount. I
think Mr. Wise gave expression to similar
words and said that it was an astonishing
amount to pay to the clubs,

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It does not sound
like a word of mine.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: All right, it
was not the honourable member then. He
pointed out that the Turf Club would
receive £133,000 under the Government's
proposals, whereas only £8,000 was received
by the club last year, so that the alloca-
tion is roughly 14 or 15 times greater.
This comparison ignores, of course, one
very important fact; and I am unaware
whether Mr. Wise knew of this when he
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was addressing himself to the Bill. The
fact is that the previous Government
found it necessary in January last to
authorise the payment of a special sub-
sidy to the Turf Club because of the
state of its finances at that time. This
subsidy, which has been carried on for the
time being by the present Government,
pending the determination of a more satis-
factory method of giving assistance to the
clubs, has amounted to £34,000 for the first
nine months of tils calendar year.

The subsidy for a full year will be in the
order of £45,000, and I point out that the
payment which was made last year by the
previous Government is doing no more
than keeping the Turf Club afloat; cer-
tainly it Is not sufficient to bring about
the desired improvements.

Therefore if a true comparison is made
between what the Turf Club is receiving
and what it will receive under the Govern-
ment's proposals, we should compare the
figure of £53,000.' which includes £45,000
paid by way of subsidy plus the £8,000.
with the £133,000, which it is claimed Is
an astonishing amount, and which the Gov-
ernment now proposes to give to the Turf
Club. Those are the comparative figures,
and not the figure of £8,000 which we have
been led to believe should be the basis of
comparison.

it is admitted that the increase is sub-
stantial, but shortly I will have something
further to say about it. The Government is
very concerned with the fact that it
inherited an arrangement made by the
previous Government whereby the Con-
solidated Revenue of the state is burdened
with a subsidy to the Turf Club, which
amounts to £45,000 per aninum. I would
like to say now that Consolidated Revenue
cannot continue to pay this amount.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: It is collect-
Ing a million.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It will if the
Legislative Council sees fit to pass these
Bills.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: It is collect-
ing a lot from off-course bookmakers.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I repeat that
Consolidated Revenue will not continue-
and I am authorised by the Treasurer to
say this-to subsidise the Turf Club to this
extent if this legislation is not passed in
its Present form.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: It is taking
five to two now.

The I-on. A. F. GRIFFTTH: The Govern-
ment desires this arrangement to cease as
soon as Possible; and It is for this reason
that it has sought another method of as-
sisting the clubs by calling upon the
bettors in the community to contribute.
This, after all, is only reasonable.

The prime purpose of the investment
tax is to provide funds for the clubs so
that we can dispense with the present call

on Consolidated Revenue and prevent any
further increase in this burden. The
present subsidy to the Turf Club is an
embarrassing Precedent and has led to
an application from the Trotting Associa-
tion for similar treatment. The Govern-
ment does not desire to see this subsidy
grow; and it is essential to seek and pro-
vide other means of making the clubs more
financially secure.

The decision to Pay the clubs on the
basis now being advanced was not made
lightly, nor was it made without a full
investigation into the finances of the two
clubs which will benefit most. The Trea-
surer had a detailed analysis made of
the accounts of both the W.A. Turf Club
and the W.A. Trotting Association and of
the financial trends over the past few
years.

The investigation, which was a very
thorough one, revealed that assistance of
the order now proposed was desirable if
the present financial difficulties of the
clubs were to be overcome and progress
made towards rehabilitating the industry.
I have heard the word "Industry" quite
a bit in this House in respect to this leg-
islation.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: What is
Wrong With the Industries Assistance
Board taking a hand?

The Hon. A, F. GRIFflTH: Mr. Jones
has suggested that the investment tax
measure should not be proceeded with for
another year so that we may see what the
Position is at the end of that time. A sug-
gestion of that nature rather Puzzles me
as the investment tax is payable by the
Punter and not by the bookmaker who,
under the Provisions of the Bill, is re-
quired only to collect the tax from the
person placing the bet. I covered that
ground some ten minutes ago.

In view of the present burden on
Consolidated Revenue through the sub-
sidy Payment to the Turf Club, and the
need to prevent any extension of this ar-
rangement, it is considered that there
should be no deferment of the imposi-
tion of the tax. In fact the State can-
not afford a deferment, and, for that
matter, neither can the clubs. The sug-
gestion Which Mr. Jones made that the
tax should be taken from the punter who
wins, rather than from the punters who
lose, is one that the Government is not
In agreement with. We are not consider-
Ing a winning bets tax. The justifica-
tion for the tax is considered to lie in
the fact that the off-course bettor makes
no contribution today comparable with the
admission charges and entertainments tax
Paid by the person who attends the course.
The Person who attends the course pays
the charges whether he wins or loses; and
so, in the opinion of the Government, should
the off-course bettor. The person who at-
tends the course does not go along to the
window and say, "As a result of a bad
day, I would like my entertainments tax
back."
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I would like to make some comments
in respect to some of the statements made
by Mr. Wise. He described the proposed
investment tax as iniquitous, mainly on
the grounds, apparently, that the tax will
be a burden on the bettor himself. Of
course it is a burden on the bettor, and
it is considered that it should be so. The
first purpose of this tax is to produce
revenue for distribution to the clubs and
to compensate Consolidated Revenue for
the non-receipt of entertainments tax
which the punter would pay if he at-
tended the racecourse.

The question has been asked as to why
the off-course punter should contribute to
the clubs through the agency of invest-
ments tax. The answer is that he would
be contributing to the clubs If he attended
the course, in admission charges, turn-
over tax, and totalisator tax, on on-course
betting. That situation, of course, is just
a plain simple fact.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: it is a long
way to come from Wyndham.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Of course
we know that as quickly as the honourable
member makes his interjection he leaves
the Chamber.

The PRESIDENT: We will not discuss
that angle.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I1 realise
that a person from Wyndham cannot at-
tend the racecourse, and I also realise
that the legislation with which we are
dealing has that aspect under control.

As the off-course punter does not at-
tend a course, and pays no admission
charge to the club, although he bets on
the races conducted by the club, he should
bear some of the burden. If the clubs
were not there to conduct the races there
would not be any starting price betting on
race horses.

The Hon. J. 3. Garrigan: How did the
SrP. bookmakers carry on years ago-say 20
years ago?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The honour-
able member, coming from Kalgoorlie,
should be well acquainted with the posi-
tion. and should know how they carried
on years ago.

The Hon. J. J. Garrigan: I do know.

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: While I was
one of those who voted against this legis-
lation three years ago, I have stated Pub-
licly. and I say now, that a better
state of affairs prevails today, with
legalised betting, than existed Previously.
But that has nothing to do with how they
carried on years ago.

The Hon. 3. 3. Garrigan: Of course it
has!

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: They car-
ried on years ago, as has been said so
often In this House and elsewhere, behind
public conveniences, in lanes, and in other

undesirable places. I am prepared to ad-
mit that the state of affairs which prevails
today is more satisfactory than that which
prevailed in the past. Nevertheless, the
Government feels that, in accordance with
the Investigations it has made. it is en-
titled to increase the tax.

The Hon. J. J. Garrigan: On people who
can't go to the course.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: When I say
that, we have to bear In mind that if this
is agreed to it will not be the first time
that the tax has been increased. The Oov-
ernnent asks, "Why should the person
who does not attend the course be more
favourably treated than the person who
does attend the course, and who contri-
butes directly to the upkeep of racing?"
Mr. Wise proposes to move certain amend-
ments. There is a long list of them on the
notice paper, and I have a list of further
amendments that he proposes to move.

One of his objectives is to take from
the local clubs the tax on bets on Eastern
States races. In this respect I feel that
Mr. Wise has overlooked the fundamental
reasons for the imposition of the tax: and
they are, firstly, to compensate the clubs
for the non-payment of admission charges;
and, secondly, to compensate Consolidated
Revenue for the loss of entertainments
tax. Whether the punter bets on Eastern
States or local events is immaterial; but
because he chooses to place his bet in a
betting shop rather than attend the course,
he makes no contribution to the club or to
Consolidated Revenue.

Of course, I appreciate, as Mr. Strick-
land mentioned a few moments ago, that
it Is not always possible for a man to
attend a racecourse. One of the prin-
cipal reasons for the introduction of this
legislation. if my memory serves me cor-
rectly, is to provide facilities for the man
who has no opportunity to go to the course
to bet.

The provision in the Bill for the distri-
bution of the investment tax is in accord-
ance with the Proportions of turnover on
races of ridden horses and races of driven
horses, and this provision has been made so
as to arrive at a simple but logical dis-
tribution of the proceeds of the tax as be-
tween three sections-one, the Turf Club
and its affiliated bodies; two, the Trotting
Association and its affliliated bodies; and,
three, Consolidated Revenue. The results
obtained by applying the formula set out
in the Hill are considered reasonable to
meet the losses to the clubs and to Consoli-
dated Revenue through non-attendance at
the course.

On the basis of turnover in 1958-59, the
percentage distribution of the proceeds of
the tax would be, clubs 75 per cent. and
Consolidated Revenue 25 Per cent. If Mr.
Wise's amendment were agreed to, the dis-
tribution would be, clubs 55 per cent. and
Consolidated Revenue 45 Per cent. I think
that is the situation is it not?
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The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It is very close to
it.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: That is not
in any way in proportion to the respective
losses incurred by the clubs and Consoli-
dated Revenue through the non-payment
of admission charges and entertainments
tax. Of the distribution to the clubs, 70
per cent. would go to the turf clubs on
the proposed basis, and 30 per cent. to the
trotting clubs. This distribution is in
direct proportion to the turnover on races
of ridden horses and races of driven horses
which, surely, is a clear indication of the
preference of off-course bettors as between
the gallops and the trots.

Mr. Wise has suggested certain alterna-
tives to the Government's proposals, such
as payment to the clubs of the whole of
the turnover tax on off-course betting in
lieu of the present 60 per cent. He pointed
out that this would lift the Turf Club's
share-

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Did you say
off-course betting?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: On-course.
If I said "off -course" I did not mean to
say it. To put the record right, I think
the honourable member's suggestion was
a payment to the clubs of the whole of
the turnover tax on on-course betting. Mr.
Wise pointed out that this would lift the
Turf Club's share of the tax from £27,518
in 1958-59 to £45,860, which is an increase
of a little more than £18,000 per aninum.
As the Turf Club is already receiving a
special subsidy from Consolidated Revenue
at the rate of £45,000-and I respectfully
suggest that this figure was not in the
compilation of the figures put forward by
Mr. Wise-and this arrangement was made
by the former Government, it is obvious
that Mr. Wise's proposition falls short of
the present level of assistance to the Turf
Club by £27,000 per annum, unless supple-
mentary payments are to be made from
some other source.

As I have said on two or three occasions
during the course of these remarks, sup-
plementation could come from Consolidated
Revenue; but that is precisely what the
Government wishes to avoid. The alterna-
tive is an allotment of the proceeds of the
proposed investment tax, which at one
stage in his speech Mr. Wise said should
not be approved. I suggest to members
that it is essential to levy the tax in order
to remove the present burden on Con-
solidated Revenue, and to provide the clubs
with sufficient finance to function at a
proper level. When we look at the figures
of the proposed distribution of the tax,
we should not forget that the Turf Club
is already receiving a special subsidy of
£45,000 Per aninum. Of course, this sub-
sidy would cease if the proposals now
being advanced by the Government were
approved.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: It has to cease
in any case.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: That is
so; Consolidated Revenue cannot keep it
up.

The Hon. H. K. Watson: It could still
come from Consolidated Revenue.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It is com-
ing directly from Consolidated Revenue
now.

The PRESIDENT: Order! The Minister
will please address the Chair.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The sup-
plementation made last year by the pre-
vious Government amounted to £45,000.
Although Mr. Wise stated that the in-
vestment tax should not be approved, he
went on to say that in case it is ap-
proved he Proposed to make certain
amendments to the measure. As a result
of his amendments, Mr. Wise stated
that the allocation of the investment tax
would provide the Turf Club with E60,0 00.
I do not know how the honourable mem-
ber arrived at that figure. The calcula-
tions that have been given to me by the
Treasury show that the Turf Club would
receive £75,000 as its share of the invest-
ment tax under the proposal that the
honourable member put forward. If the
£18,000 extra turnover tax on on-course
turnover, which Mr. Wise suggests should
also be paid to the Turf Club, is added
to the £75,000, we arrive at a figure of
£93,000. This additional assistance of
£93,000 per annum, which Mr. Wise pro-
poses should be paid to the Turf Club, is
not too far short of the figure suggested
by the Government, namely, £120,000.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: The figure was
£133,000.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The figure
of £120,000 is the amount which the Gov-
ernment proposes to pay to the club from
the proceeds of the investment tax.

The Hon. F. RL. H. Lavery: I have been
led to believe it is £132,000.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I do not
know what the honourable member has
been led to believe.

The Hon. F. RL. H. Lavery: I read it
in HanLsard. That was the figure quoted
during the debates in another place.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am sorry
If the honourable member has mistaken
the situation. These are the figures the
Treasury has given me.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You said
£133,000 in your own speech.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFITH: Yes. I
suggested a few moments ago, and I sug-
gest again, that Mr. Wise overlooked the
special subsidy of £45,000 which is being
paid to the Turf Club under the arrange-
ment made by the previous Government.
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The Ron. F. J. S. Wise: That makes
my case better and yours worse.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is a
matter of opinion. Nevertheless, I am
obliged to say that I am surprised the
honourable member did naot make some
reference to this figure, because, after all,'it is considerable, and it is calculated in
the whole arrangement, or has been up to
the present time.

The Hon. F. 3. 5. Wise: Don't you
start talking about any shortcomings in
my figures, or I will tell you something
about Yours.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I am sure
the honourable member will do so, if he
thinks he can. In actual fact, the Govern-
ment's proposals provide for the payment
to the Turf Club of £88,000 per annum at
the Present level of assistance to the club,
which appears to be £5,000 per annumn less
than the amount which Mr. Wise is pre-
pared to endorse.

The honourable member also suggested a
scale of turnover tax on a basis different
from that proposed by the Government.
In this respect I should advise members
that the Government gave consideration
to at least 10 different approaches to this
problem before finally choosing the one
that is now being advanced in the legisla-
tion. I think it would be safe to say that
we could go on indefinitely examining
alternative Proposals and not get very far
in the long run. However, I1 would like
briefly to analyse the proposition that has
been put up by Mr. Wise.

In the first place the return from the
scale of tax proposed by Mr. Wise would
be approximately only one-half of the in-
creased collections expected from the Goy-
erment's proposals. Under the proposals
contained in the Bill an additional
£190,000 should be collected from tax on
off-course turnover. Mr. Wise's proposition
would yield only an additional £95,000.
which the Government considers is below
the taxable capacity of the bookmakers.
The highest rate of tax for which the Bill
provides is U~ per cent. This is considered
to be the absolute maximum which could
be paid by the bookmakers in the higher
categories of turnover. The maximum rate
proposed by Mr. Wise is in excess of 31
per cent., even allowing for the effect of his
sliding scale.

The honourable member is also opposing
the Bill to increase the stamp duty on bet-
ting tickets; and he spoke of the confusion
that would result in betting shops through
the separate rates of duty on bets of £1
and under: and bets exceeding £1. This
factor was given a great deal of considera-
tion, because the difficulties that would
arise, both to the Treasury and the book-
maker in admninistering and applying to
many individuals the rates of duty, were
,obvious. It was for this reason that the
Government did not proceed with the Pro-
position that had been advanced for the

introduction of a variable rate of stamp
duty which would differ according to the
size of the bet.

Such a scheme would have to be broken
down through the inability of the book-
maker to operate under any arrangement
of this kind. it was considered, however,
that two rates of duty which would call for
two separate books would not result in any
great difficulty being imposed on the book-
maker. I1 might add that the two separate
books of betting tickets would be required
anyhow for the purposes of the investment
tax; and it is a simple matter to denote
on these same tickets the stamp duty of
lid. or 3d. according to whether the bet
is for £1 or less, or whether it exceeds £E1.

Here I might say, if my memory serves
me aright, that Mr. Loton has an amend-
ment on the notice paper to deal with this
particular aspect. His amendment seeks to
add the words 'or bets." Is not that right,
Mr. Loton?

The PRESIDENT: The Minister cannot
ask a question like that; this is not
question time,

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I merely
mention that for reassurance, because
it looks as if it would be difficult to
operate. I think possibly the intention
of the honourable member is well placed;
he perhaps envisages a man making eight
bets of £1 at the same time. I venture
to suggest, however, that he may not have
thought of the man who would make eight
bets at separate times; and it would be
difficult to state at what time the book-
maker should impose the tax. I daresay
the honourable member has discovered
that difficulty; and if he has, it is. possible
he will not Proceed with his amendment.

When dealing with stamp duty on bet-
ting tickets, Mr. Wise was obviously under
the impression that this duty was payable
by the bettor. He said that the average
person who has a bet would pay LAd.
stamp duty as long as his bet was below
l0s.; and he was concerned about the
small bettors. I would like to make it
clear that this duty is paid by the book-
maker when Purchasing tickets from the
Treasury. It is not recoverable from the
bettor. Incidentally, if the measure is
passed, the rate of lid, will apply to bets
of £1 or less; for bets in excess of £1 the
duty will be 3d.

These increases over the present fiat
rate of id. are to be met by the bookmaker
and Paid to Consolidated Revenue. When
Mr. Willesee spoke on this matter he
foreshadowed some amendments which, if
accepted, would defeat one of the prin-
ciples in regard to imposing the tax. The
formula contained in the Act is designed
to make the funds available in such a way
as to meet the greatest need. The propo-
sitions set out in the Bill have been decided
upon by close examination, and in accord-
ance with the reasonable needs of the clubs
in each area.
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it is well known that the W.A. Turf
Club is in great financial difficulty; so
much so that an interim subsidy initiated
by the previous Government has been
Paid from Consolidated Revenue to the
club. I have mentioned the amount be-
fore, namely, £33,000.

The I-on. L. A. Logan: I think it is
£34,000.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I would say
£33,000 this year; last year it was some
£45,000. This merely makes it possible f or
the clubs to undertake any improvements
to provide some sort of a solution to the
problems they have. If the proportion
payable to the metropolitan clubs is to be
reduced, this will impede the financial
recovery of those clubs. The impact
of decreasing interest and attend-
ance has had less effect in the country
areas than in the metropolitan area.
Some evidence of this condition is pro-
vided by the fact that no country club
has sought assistance similar to that given
to the W.A. Turf Club.

Whilst it is not contended they have
all the finance they desire, at the same
time they have been able to continue
operations without special assistance.
Here I would like to say that I remember
the remarks which, I think, were made
by Mr. Bennetts, as they applied to Kal-
goorlie; and in respect to Kalgoorlie there
was no complaint. I join with him in
suggesting that there should not be any
complaint, because the improvement for
Kalgoorlie is to be considerable; and the
improvement for the country clubs will
be quite considerable under the proposals
which are put forward. The executives
of many country clubs have expressed
satisfaction at the sums it is anticipated
they are to receive. I do not know whe-
ther or not that goes for Kalgoorlie; but
the increases are not inconsiderable, and
they will enable improvements to be made
in country racing.

I have mentioned Kalgoorlie, but it is
interesting to quote figures for the racing
club there. In 1958-59 the Kalgoorlie-
Boulder Club received £385, and
the Albany club £177 from the off-course
turnover tax. Under the new proposals
of increased turnover tax and investment
tax, based on the volume of business in
a full year, these clubs will receive £3,495
and £1,609 respectively. That is a con-
siderable improvement; and it continues
right throughout the country in that pro-
portion.

It will, therefore, be obvious that the
claims of the country clubs have not been
overlooked; and, in fact, all these clubs
will receive very substantial benefits,
which I do not consider, and the Govern-
menit does not consider, should be in-
creased beyond the proposals that exist.
For that reason I hope the amendment
which Mr. Willesee proposes to maove vll
not be agreed to. I have endeavoured to

put forward for the information of the
House the way this Government sees the
proposals that We have before us.

I repeat, if we find ourselves in the posi-
tion of being unable to get this legisla-
tion through, then Consolidated Revenue
just will not be able to continue to carry
the burden of assistance to the clubs as
it has done in the past. It is considered
by the Government that the proposals
that have been put forward are reason-
able.

In conclusion, I would like to say that
this legislation is to rn for approximately
12 months. The Government, of course,
will keep a close watch on the situation
in the ensuing 12 months, and then a
decision must be made as to whether the
legislation is to be continued or not. We
are awaiting the report of the Royal Com-
missioner,

The Hon. IF. J. S. Wise: We are not
awaiting the report, are we?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: We are of
the opinion that we are. We are not
awaiting the report before we impose this
tax of course. Prior to the Interruption,
I was about to say that we are awaiting
the report of the Royal Commissioner and
that when it is received the Government
will, no doubt, give consideration to the
matter.

The Hon. r. J. S. Wise: Before I was
so rudely interrupted, I was about to ask
when You think this Bill might be pro-
claimed, if passed?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I am not
sure from when It will take effect. But the
legislation will be proclaimed in all good
time and at the appropriate time. In the
meantime I hope that consideration will
be given to the legislation; and I1 trust the
Government will be given the opportunity
to legislate for this tax in the manner In
which it thinks it should.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time,

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (the Hon.

W. R. Hall) in the Chair; the Minister for
Mines (the Hon. A. F. Griffith) in charge
of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2 put and Passed.
Clause 3-Section 14 amended:
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an

amendment-
Page 2, line 26-Delete subpara-

graphs (i) to (lv) inclusive of pro-
posed new paragraph (f of subsection
(2) of section 14 and substitute the
following:-
(I) On so much of that turnover

as does not exceed twenty-five
thousand pounds, at the rate im-
posed by subparagraph (I) of
paragraph (e) of section two of
the taxing Act;,
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(ill on so much of that turnover
as exceeds twenty-five thousand
pounds but does not exceed fifty
thousand pounds, at the rate im-
posed by subparagraph (ih) of
paragraph (e) of section two of
the taxing Act;

(lii) on so much of that turnover
as exceeds fifty thousand pounds
but does not exceed seventy-five
thousand pounds, at the rate im-
posed by subparagraph (iii) of
paragraph (e) of section two of
the taxing Act;

(iv) on so much of that turnover
as exceeds seventy-five thousand
pounds but does not exceed one
hundred thousand pounds. at the
rate imposed by subparagraph (iv)
of paragraph (e) of section two
of the taxing Act;

(v) on so much of that turnover
as exceeds one hundred thousand
pounds but does not exceed one
hundred and twenty-five thousand
pounds, at the rate imposed by
subparagraph (v) of paragraph
(e) of section two of the taxing
Act;

(vi) on so much of that turnover as
exceeds one hundred and twenty-
five thousand pounds but does
not exceed one hundred and fifty
thousand pounds, at the rate im-
posed by subparagraph (vi) of
paragraph (e) of section two of
the taxing Act;

(vii) on so much of that turnover
as exceeds one hundred and fifty
thousand pounds but does not ex-
ceed one hundred and seventy-five
thousand pounds, at the rate im-
posed by subparagraph (vii) of
paragraph (e) of section two of
the taxing Act;

(viii) on so much of that turnover as
exceeds one hundred and seventy-
five thousand pounds but does
not exceed two hundred thousand
pounds, at the rate imposed by
subparagraph (viii) of paragraph
(e) of section two of the taxing
Act;

(ix) on so much of that turnover
as exceeds two hundred thousand
pounds but does not exceed two
hundred and twenty-five thousand
pounds, at the rate imposed by
subparagraph (lx) of paragraph
(e) of section two of the taxing
Act;

(x) on so much of that turnover asexceeds two hundred and twenty-
five thousand pounds. at the rate
imposed by subparagraph (x) of
paragraph (c) of section two of
the taxing Act.

The scale Proposed in my amendment
is related to the Bill which imposes the
bookmakers' betting tax. It provides for
an entirely different graduation in the
amounts which are to be levied. It pro-
vides some assistance for the vast num-
her of smaller bookmakers; particularly
those in the country centres and in
suburban areas who cater for thousands
of people who do not attend race meet-
ings-and who will not attend race meet-
ings in the future, no matter what we
do; because the clubs made that imposs-
ible for the type of Investor or bettor to
which I refer-whose average bet, per
capita--according to the official return-
is l8s. l0d. These are the people who
cannot pay the entertainments tax on the
entrance fee, and Who will continue to
make their bets as they do now.

This amendment is designed to assist
all bookmakers in the lower categories.
It caters for people who are very important
in keeping this business of off -course book-
making on a proper and controlled scale,
as against making it impossible for such
people to carry on. The provisions in this
amendment are on a scale which gives to
those on the lower rungs in this business
some relief from taxation. It gives to
those in the very low group up to £25,000
the rate of tax which applies today to such
pecple-2 per cent. It gradually increases,
as members will note, by amounts of one-
quarter per cent, until it reaches 44 per
cent. at £225,000. I draw the attention
of the Minister to the very Inconsistent
statement he made when he said that on
the one hand I was making the top tax
figure too high even for those who are
giants in ths business, and on the other
I was relieving those on the lower rungs
of the ladder, and was depriving the Gov-
ernment of £95,000 In taxation. These re-
marks are too inconsistent to comment
further upon.

It is true that the Government with its
lower top rate at 3J per cent. and its higher
lower rate is to take an additional £191,000
out of the present tax collections. All I
have attempted to do with this amendment
is to arrive at a tax which is just and
equitable.

The Ron. H. K. Watson: What is the
ultimate difference between your proposal
and that of the Government?

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: The figures
are £191,000 and £95,000. The amendment
will give to the Government £95,000 more
revenue from turnover tax than it now
obtains. That is the figure Provided by the
minister.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: What about say-
ing something in regard to the £45,000 that
has already been paid?

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: That is more or
less an ex gratia payment. At this stage,
it is something which, in my view, the
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clubs could do a great deal towards recti-
fying. If we gave to the clubs an oppor-
tunity to rectify the matter, we would find
it disappear as a need in the case of one
club-the trotting club-and more and
more for the Oliver Twist club-the W.A.
Turf Club. They would always be asking
for more.

The Minister said in regard to the Gov-
ernment's proposals, that at least ten dif-
ferent approaches to this problem had
been examined by the Government. I
challenge the Minister to lay on the Table
of this House a report which shows that
the Government had two different forms
suggested to it from people qualified to
speak1 because it was not done. It was
a mere idle statement on his part.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: It was not an
idle statement at all.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Will the Min-
ister deny what I said the other evening?
He slithered off the subject when I asked
If a report had been received from the
tax officers in recommendation form or
from Treasury officers expert in this mat-
ter. Will he deny that the Government
did not receive a report or recommenda-
tion from the Betting Control Board? Will
he deny that it did not receive or hear
any comment from such an authority as
the Trotting Association in regard to that
body's needs? of course he cannot deny
It!

Therefore, I suggest that a lot of the
opinions expressed by the Minister in the
document he bad prepared are fallacious.
All 1 am endeavouring to do by this
amendment is to have the burden lifted
from those who are the small men in the
industry-those who are very necessary as
a medium for taxation, no matter what
happens to that revenue. All payments
come from Consolidated Revenue at some
stage, because they are received into it in
the first place.

I am endeavouring to ensure that the
tax collections from the business of off-
course bookmaking is a continuing medium.
If we want Consolidated Revenue to bene-
fit we should endeavour to keep in the
business the people on the lower rungs.
and tax them at a rate they can afford
to pay. A higher burden can be placed on
large operators than is Placed under this
Bill. There are only a few of them. They
absorb the commitments of risk that the
man on the lower rungs cannot afford to
hold. I1 suppose there are only one or two
large operators who take risk bets to an
enormous degree. The greater part of their
business would be the money laid off by
those who cannot afford to hold It, and
at their end of the scale they become a
sort of necessity.

I think there is one operator who is so
far out in front of all the others that it is
not possible to make any average arrange-
ment. because his case is so different; but

in all these cases they are entitled to pay
as much as can fairly be expected; and
under this proposal those men are to pay
up to 4* per cent. If the average is
worked out It will be approximately one-
third per cent. higher than that under
the Government's proposal.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Will you tell
me what, in accordance with your calcula-
tion, a man on £700,000 turnover would
pay?

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Under this
proposal I think it would be something
over 3* per cent. overall. Perhaps it would
be nearer 3.9 per cent.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Near enough
to 4 per cent.

The Hon. IF. J. S. WISE: As I said the
other evening, a greater toll can be taken
from that particular person, and he would
not lose very much income from al] sources,
He would not have as much Common-
wealth taxation to pay, but he would pay
more to the State: and the amount paid
to the State would be a deduction in his
business costs as far as the Common-
wealth was concerned. I suggest that the
range in the amendment is fair and reas-
onable and will increase the revenue re-
ceived by the Crown, as bookmakers in the
Great Southern, Geraldton, and K~algoorlie
will remain in business because of this
graduated scale.

This is a legitimate source of taxation
for the Government, but we must have a
scale which is consistent with the taxable
capacity of those engaged in this business
so that they will be levied a reasonable tax.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH;. During the
course of my second reading speech I
gave the House the Government's views
on this matter. We could argue all night
as to which course should be adopted-
the one proposed by the Government or
the one suggested by Mr. Wise. The fact
remains that the Governoment has decided
on its course of action and it does not de-
sire to accept the amendment moved by
the honourable member. How Mr. Wise
could introduce a scale which would tax
up to 4* per cent., I do not know. I asked
him whether he would give some idea of
the amount that would be Paid by a
man with a turnover of £700,000. I am
not concerned with any individuals'
names in this matter. A man with a
£ 70 0,000 -turnover, paying a 2 per cent, flat
rate tax would pay £14,000. Evidence
was given before the Royal Commission
that a particular person with a turnover
of £700,000 had his taxation figures ac-
cepted, and they showed that he made a
profit of £8,500.

Mr. Wise -says that the tax would be
3.9 per cent. on those figures. If we cal-
culate at 4 per cent., the additional tax
of £14,000 would be roughly £5,500 over
and above the income that the Taxation
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Department accepted in respect of that
man. I have no consideration for names
in this matter: they do not mean any-
thing to me. I am simply pointing out
how the honourable member's sliding scale
would operate if it were agreed to.

The Hon. H, K. WATSON: Mr. Vise's
amendment seems to me to be not without
merit. The Minister has cited one illus-
tration, but I listened for him to reply
to the remarks made by Mr. Willesee who
cited an actual case where, on the rates
proposed in the Bill, a bookmaker with
an income of something in the vicinity
of £7,000 would run into a loss. I exam-
ined the figures that Mr. Willesee put for-
ward, and they appeared to me to be fair
and reasonable; and it seemed to me that
Mr. Willesee's submission was valid.

In the absence of a reply by the Minis-
ter to the point made by Mr. Willeseel, it
seems a question of penalising the man
lower down the scale as against the
top-line operator. Of the two, I am in-
clined to think that the man lower down
the scale is entitled to consideration.

The graduated scale in the amendment
appeals to my common sense; and it has
this attraction: Early this afternoon the
Minister's colleague was fighting hard for
£100,000. Now the Minister is opposing
a proposal which, if agreed to, would
bring into ithe Treasury approximately
£100,000.

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: The figures
I gave the other afternoon were taken
from a factual case of a bookmaker. I
quoted the figures that would apply under
this proposed legislation, on the basis of
his last year's balance sheet, and I came
to the conclusion that not only would his
profits disappear but that he would show
an operating loss of some £700 odd.

The Hon. H. K. Watson: Has the Min-
ister answered that illustration?

The Hion. W. F. WILLESEE: I waited
for some answer, but the issue was either
overlooked or evaded by the Minister,
which leaves me in the position that I
must support the amendment.

The Hon. A. L. LOTON: I see a good
deal of merit in the amendment. The
sliding scale would make the position a lot
easier for the small man. It is not right
to say that this would not work out for
the man in the higher group. Such a
man would not pay the maximum rate un-
til he got beyond the amount of £225,000.
Up till then he would pay on the basis
of the sliding scale, starting at 2 per cent.
He would not start paying the maximum
amount until he got to £225,000. I cannot
agree, at this stage, that the top book-
maker would, as the Minister said, pay
an additional £14,000. There are over 90
bookmakers with a turnover of less than
£50,000.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFTUTH: I asked
Mr. Wise the rate per cent. that a man
with a. £700,000-turnover would pay under

his scheme. It was agreed by the honour-
able member that such a, man would pay
approximately 3.9 per cent.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I think, about
3.88 per cent.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I used the
rate of 4 per cent. for ease of calculation,
because it would not make much differ-
ence in a problem of this nature. This
particular fellow gave evidence-I amn not
very interested in his name; nor am I
championing his cause-and he professed
to have an Income, which was accepted
by the Taxation Department, of £8,500:
and be paid £14,000, which is 2 per cent.
on £700,00. If, in accordance with Mr.
Wise's figures, he pays at the rate of
3.9 per cent.-4 per cent., near enough-
the amount would surely be doubled.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Are you wor-
ried at all about the small man?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes; but
at the moment I am dealing with this
point in order to answer Mr. Loton. This
man would pay an income tax rate-

The Hon. P. J. S. Wise: Not an income
tax.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: No; a turn-
over tax. He would pay £14,000 in respect
of an income of £8,500.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: He would pay
no income tax at all.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFIH: That man
would be in the topmost bracket. I can-
not deny the figures that Mr. Willesee
gave. He produced a copy of the state-
ment to me, and I accepted it in the way
he submitted it; but there were items
on it which were definitely not qualified.
I hasten to say that I do not charge the
Premises Bookmakers' Association with
misrepresentation. I simply point out that
on the basis of the group of 124 book-
makers that were given to the Treasury.
some of the figures would be fictitious;
some of them showed no profit or operated
at a loss. Mr. Wise knows full well what
I mean.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I understand
the meaning of words, and you used the
word "fictitious."

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes. I
suggest that they could be treated as
fictitious, because included in them were
the figures of people in a low group, or
people who suffered losses. They were
amongst others who made a profit. It is
very difficult to Prove exactly what the
income is in respect to some of these
people.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: I am en-
tirely un-satisfied. I agree with the Min-
ister that if we look at an average profit
or turnover of 50 or 100 bookmakers, it
may not mean much. But when a mem-
ber rises in the House and produces facts
and represents a balance sheet, he is en-
titled to a reply. Mr. Willesee showed
that the proposal in the Bill would so
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affect an income of £7,000-which is not
a bad income; I would not call it
fictitious--

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Did I say it
was fictitious?

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: -that it
would be converted into a loss. That ap-
peals to my commonsense as a matter that
wants some rectification, just as it ap-
peals to the Minister's commonsense that
the top man must not be permitted to
show a loss. In any taxing measure which
is on a graduated scale, we achieve more
equity by having the graduations rise in
20 small steps rather than in five large
steps. For that reason the amendment
should be agreed to.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: According to
Mr. Willesee and Mr. Wise any increase
on the lower incomne group would put those
men out of business: and, on the figures
presented, the men in the top bracket would
also go out of business; and that is an
absurd argument. According to the argu-
ments put forward the tax cannot be in-
creased at all.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes--is.
Hon, 0. Bennetts Mon. H,. C. Strickland
Hon. E. M. Davies 'Ron. 3. D. Teaban
Hon. J. J. Garrigan Hon. J. N. Thomson
Hon. E. M. Heenan Ron. H. K. Watson
Hon. H. P. Hutchison Hon. W. F. Wmiesee
Hon. 0. H, Jeffery Hon. F. J3. S. Wise
Hon. F. H. H. Lavery Ronl. R. Thompson
Hon. A. L. Loton (Toiler.)

Noes-12.
Hon. 0. ix. Abbey Hon. 0. C. Macsinnon
Non. J. Cunningham Hon. R. C. Mattisce
HMon. L. C. Diver Hon. J. Murray
Ron, A. F. Griffth Hon. H. L. Roche
Hon. J. 0. Hislop Ron. 0. H. Simpson
Hon. L. A. Logan Hon. FL D. WIliMOtt

(Teller.)
Majority for-3.
Amendment thus passed.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an

amendment-
Page 3-Delete paragraph (c) in line

15.
Paragraph (c) refers to the tax payable

for part of a year, and since the Commit-
tee has agreed to the previous amendment,
it means that during the whole of the
period, progressively, the rates mentioned
will apply between this Act and the tax-
ing measure, so there is no need for this
paragraph.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 4-Sections 16A, 1613 and 16C
added:

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an
amendment-

Page 5-Delete paragraphs (c) and
(d) in lines 1 to 4.

During the debate on the second read-
ing I pointed out that whatever merit
paragraph (c) might have, paragraph (d)

had none, because it does not apply to
anything. It Purports to apply to races
of driven horses held elsewhere than in the
State, and the ability to tax bets made
on such races. On examination we find
that paragraph (d) refers to income off
course for the Trotting Association from
trotting horses. Paragraph (c) refers to
the income on Eastern States racing-
gallops. The proportion to be given to
the Turf Club is 45 per cent. under pro-
posed new section 16C; and that is the
most ill-balanced suggestion that could be
devised, because it would mean that the
Trotting Association would receive £47,000
from local trots and the taxation there-
from, off-course, and the Eastern States
trots and the taxation therefrom, off-
course, in this State; and the racing clubs
would receive £133,000 by the relation be-
tween the assessment tax and the turn-
over. Neither the Trotting Association nor
the racing club lifts a finger to bring any
revenue into this State from Eastern States
races or trots, and so the money earned
from Eastern States races should go to
Consolidated Revenue. I repeat that the
clubs should be encouraged to make their
own position better on the course. The
Trotting Association should continue to
improve its attractions and foster country
Derbys and the like, and distribute thous-
and of pounds-as it does--to its regional
districts. I am sure the Trotting Associa-
tion would say, "We do not want revenue
from Eastern States collections if you will
give us a greater portion of our domestic
earnings as an Incentive for us to do even
better."

Quite apart from that, these two pro-
visions pretend to give to one and, in fact,
give to the other. They give to the Turf
Club from races of ridden horses held
elsewhere than in the State-in other
words, the collections from Eastern States
betting on race horses--tens of thousands
of pounds. The difference between this and
the Government's proposal is that I think
that the money should go into Consolidated
Revenue. The Government could then dis-
tribute that money as it liked, but I sub-
mit that neither the Trotting Association
nor the racing club is entitled to income
from Eastern States races; and, in fact,
the Trotting Association gets no income
from Eastern States trots, because the re-
ports of the Betting Control Board show
that, with the exception of interdominlon
meetings, there are no collections.

There is no betting on Eastern States
trots on Saturday night in Perth unless
a Perth horse happens to be trotting in
Adelaide, or unless an interdominion cham-
pionship is being held there. For those
reasons paragraphs (c) and (d) should be
deleted.

The Hon. H. KC. Watson: Does Eastern
States racing constitute one-half of the
shop turnover in Western Australia?
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The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: On the races,
yes, but the trotting is nil. The Trotting
Association will get nothing out of para-
graph (d) because there will be no col-
lections under it.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It is well to ad-
vise the Committee that we arc dcaling
with an entirely new tax-an investment
tax. To work out a formula it is necessary
to have something On which to base that
formula. The investment tax will be im-
posed at a rate of threepence on each bet
up to a £1, and sixpence orn every bet over
£1. The tax will be applied to those people
who bet in off -course betting shops. There-
fore, we seek to impose the tax on the pun-
ters themselves in proportion to the bets
they make on the local races and the
Eastern States races. Surely the money
that is to come from the bettors should be
paid to the clubs proportionately, because
it is on their events that the bettors are
placing the bets.

The Hon. A. L. Loton: But this tax will
be on bets placed on Eastern States races,

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: We are basing
our formula on a proportion of Eastern
States races.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: There are no bets
made on Eastern States trotting events by
Perth bettors.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN; There is a small
amount of betting on trotting in the
Eastern States.

The H-on. F. J. S. Wise: That is right.
The H-on. L. A. LOGAN: A man who has

one pound on a race in the Eastern States
will pay' sixpence in tax. This tax will
apply only to a proportion of the betting
on the Eastern States races. Those races
are used only as a basis for the formula
for the imposition of the investment tax.

The I-on. H. C. Strickland: You could
give them £1,000,000 if you wished.

The Hon- L. A. LOGAN: We could give
them plenty, but we must have aL little
responsibility in regard to this question.
We could say that we would give them
money in the proportion of 60 to 40, but
we would have no basis upon which to
bolster up that proposition. This Bill will
be used purely as a formula for the Impo-
sition of investment tax, and a basis upon
which the clubs will receive disbursements.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: The Minister's
argument is far from clear. All of us know
that the principle in this clause concerns
the total turnover and the investment tax
which the third Bill seeks to impose.I In
this case the turnover will be divided into
four categories; namely, local races, local
trots, Eastern States races and Eastern
States trots. Of those four categories, the
W.A. Turf Club is to obtain its percentage
from turnover tax on investments placed
on Eastern States races and local races.

I would like the Minister to follow this
carefully. The W.A. Trotting Association
is to get Its proportion of investment tax

according to its relationship with local
trotting and Eastern States trotting. If
the Minister will read proposed new section
16C he will see how the distribution Is to
be made between the two clubs. It specifies
that the W.A, Turf Club shall enjoy its
share of investment tax based on Eastern
States races and local races. That will give
to the W.A. Turf Club an advantage of
£90,000 over the W.A. Trotting Association.
Is that lair and equitable? On the
Minister's own figures, delivered during his
second reading speech, the W.A. Turf Club
is to get £133,000 and the W.A. Trotting
Association, £47,000, implying, without any
recommendation from either club, that
those figures represent their needs.

What I am trying to say is, in effect: Are
we giving to the WA. Turf Club all that the
Treasury can afford? If necessary, we
should give it 10 per cent. of the totalisator
tax instead of 3 per cent. This money,
which I am trying to earmark for the
Treasury, may be distributed to the clubs
as the GcVerrnnent wishes; but there
should be no obligation upon it to dis-
tribute-in the case of the W.A. Turf Club
-the ratio between the investment tax
and the turnover tax and give to the W.A.
Trotting Association only that proportion
of the tax which is obtained from bets
made on trotting In this State.

The Ron. L. A. LOGAN: It is obvious
that Mr. Wise is biased towards trotting
and prejudiced against the racing clubs.
The percentage of bets made on local
trotting events is 21.64. and on Eastern
States trots it is .47. The percentage of
bets made on local races is 32.42, and on
Eastern States raves it Is 44.47. It is
obvious that those punters who are
investing their money on Eastern States
trotting events are very small in number
compared to those who invest their money
on the local trotting events. The invest-
ment tax Is to be imposed on the money
that those people invest; that is the
formula on which we are basing the tax.

The Hon. L. C. DIVER: I take it that
the Committee is dealing with a set of
circumstances surrounding the distribu-
tion of a certain tax, and all stemming
from the legislation governing bookmakers.
Although It is true that there is not a great
deal of betting on trotting events in the
Eastern States with off -course bookmakers.
the system that we have evolved in regard
to off-course bookmakers is responsible for
taking many people away from the race-
course. As a result the W.A. Trotting
Association is robbed every meeting of ad-
mission money. As a consequence there
has to be a more equitable approach to
the proportion of the funds it will obtain
from the Government. We can assist by
means of this measure and by ensuring
that the Western Australian Trotting
Association obtains a greater proportion of
the disbursements.
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The Minister has said that it is only
fair that the W.A. Turf Club should en-
joy the greater proportion of the tax that
will be received. What does the Turf
Club do? The punters are the people who
make the investment, and they contribute
to the formation of a huge pool from which
the Treasury will obtain substantial funds.
It would be just as well for the Govern-
ment to say, "The Treasury should be a
little more lenient towards the W.A. Trot-
ting Association," but, in my opinion, this
is the only way by which we can be fair
to the W.A. Trotting Association. There-
fore, I propose to support the amendment.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The ex-
planation given by Mr. Logan was quite
correct. The Government tried to find
a basis for the allocation of the funds.
The allocation is to be made on the basis
of the preference that is Shown by the
bettor. In all the arguments put forward
by Mr. Wise, he has continued to harp
on two things. One is that the W.A.
Trotting Association will get £47,000
and the W.A. Turf Club will get
£133,000. I seek to remind the honour-
able member that the comparison is not
as great as it appears, because last year
the Previous Government gave the W.A,
Turf Club £45,000 plus £8,000, making
a total of £53,000; and up to Sep-
tember this year, because of the arrange-
ment entered into by the previous Gov-
ernment, we have handed over £33,000 or
£34,000 to the W.A. Turf Club.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: £26,000.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: No, I think

it is more than that.
The lion. L,. A. Logan: It is £34,000,

and £3,000 due this month.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is

correct. It is very easy to say; "Let us
draw the long bow and say that the Turf
Club is going to receive £133,000." Mem-
bers Must not forget that it has already
received £45,000, Plus £8,000 which makes
a total of £53,000. That money was paid
to keep the W.A. Turf Club going.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: My approach
to this clause is much more fundamental
than the approach made by the various
speakers. I understand the Bill is seek-
ing to levy a tax from which it is pro-
posed to pay to two organisations £180,000
In round figures. It seems to me, that,
basically an adjustment between the book-
making fraternity and the Turf Club
should be a matter for negotiation between
themselves. It should not be for Parlia-
ment to say, "We are going to support
these two organisations. We are going
to levy a tax for that purpose." Those
clubs may be in difficulty. No doubt they
are. The other day, however, we read of
a boot firm in North Fremantle that was
in difficulties: but there was no suggestion
of imposing a tax on boots and shoes to
put that firm on its feet.

Various industries are interdependent on
each other, and they make adjustments
between themselves. I consider that any
legislation of this kind should be produc-
ing revenue for payment into the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund; and that should
be the finish. If I had time, I could think
of endless possibilities for the application
of this principle. The amount is £173,000
this year. The Minister has said that even
without the collection of this tax, the
previous Government paid the Western
Australian Turf Club £45,000 from Co-
solidated Revenue. Again I refer to the
North Fremantle boat company which ob-
tained only £25,000, if I remember rightly.

There are many other industries which
are badly In need of finance. I believe it
should not be for Parliament to sort out
this problem, but that it should be resolved
between the bookmakers and the Western
Australian Turf Club.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN:* It might be
as well for me to point out what the
Trotting Association, as compared with the
Turf Club, received last year and what It
is anticipated it will receive this year. Last
year the Trotting Association received
£7,476, and under this formula it will re-
ceive £69,489. That is an increase of more
than nine times what it previously re-
ceived. Last year the Turf Club received
£56,527, and under this formula it will
receive £158,930, which is an increase of
less than three times the Previous amount.
We are treating the Trotting Association
far better than it has been treated in the
past.

Amendment pat and a division called
for.

The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell,
I give my vote with the ayes.

Division taken with the following
result:-

Ayes-it4
Hon. 0. Hennetts Hon.
Hon, E. M. navies Hon.
Hon. L. C. Diver Hon.
Hon. J. J. Garrigan Ron.
Hon. W. R. Hall Hon.
Hon. E. M. Heenan Hon.
Hon. R. F. Hutchison Hon.

Noes--iS.
lion, C. R. Abbey Hon.
Ron. J. Cunningam H-on.
Ron. A. P. Griffith Hon-
Hon. J. 0. Hisiop Hon.
Hon. L. A. Logan Hon.
Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon Hon.
Hon. R. C. Mattiske

Paitr.

0. R. Jeffery
A. L. Loton
H. C. Strickland
R. Thompson
W. F'. wiesee
F. J. S. Wise
J. D. Teahan

(Teller.)

J. Murray
H. L. Roche
C. H. Simpson
J. M. Thomsonl
H. K. watson
F. D. Wilimott

(Teller.)

Aye. No.
Hon. F. R. H. Lavery Hon. A. iR. Jones

Majority for-i.

Amendment thus passed.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an

amendment-
Page 5-Delete all words after the

word "section" in line 25 down to and
including the word "section" in line 29.
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Those words refer to the distribution.
to the Turf Club and the Trotting Associa-
tion of the contributions made under para-
graphs (e) and (d) which have been de-
leted from the Bill.

Amendment put and passed.
The Hon. V. J. S. WISE: I move anl

amendment-
Page 5, line 38-Delete the word

"and."
This is a consequential amendment on
the removal of paragraph (b) on page 6.

Amendment put and passed.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an

amendment-
Page 6-Delete paragraph (b) in

lines 1 to 5.
Amendment put and passed.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I move an

amendment-
Page 6, lines 6 and 7-Delete the

words "such sum of the moneys men-
tioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this subsection."

This amendment will take out the un-
necessary verbiage In relation to the former
part of the clause.

Amendment put and passed.
The Non. W. F. WILLESEE: I move

an amendment-
Page 6, line 9-Delete the words

"eighty-five" and substitute the word
"seventy."

The purpose of this amendment is to vary
the proportions referred to in the Bill, to
enable a larger amount to be allocated to
the country clubs. Country racing needs
encouragement and assistance. If stakes
can be Increased in the country, a better
type of horse will be attracted there; and,
in the course of time, the number of
owners will also increase. Ultimately,
when the horses reach a higher standard,
they will be attracted to the metropolitan
area to race.

It is a fact that horses in the country
race under hack conditions. When they
reach the stage where they are weighted
out of country races, they can come to
the city to race. We have rarely seen
horses racing in the city being sent to
the country to race, because they cannot
regain the status of hacks once they have
raced in the city.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I hope the
Committee will not agree to this amend-
ment. The proposal in the Bill is fair
and reasonable. As I said during the
second reading, a great improvement will
take place under the proposals in the Bill.
I1 have here the estimates of the increased
allocations to country clubs, and they are
very marked.

The Kalgoorlie Race Club which re-
ceived £385 last year will receive £3,495;
the Bunbury Race Club which received

£392 last year will receive £3,562 in a full
year of operation of the Act; the Katan-
ning Race Club which received £13 last
year will receive £117.

The Hon. R. Thompson: What is the
amount for Toodyay?

The Hon. A- F. GRIFFITH: It is from
£29 to £263; and so on throughout the
State.

The CHAIRMAN: I suggest that if
there are any more Questions In regard to
different towns, the Minister should read
the whole list out, and be done with it.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I suggest
that members put the questions on the
notice paper. The provisions in the Bill
show a very marked improvement, and I
ask the Committee to accept them, as
they are proposed.

The Hon. W. F. WILTESEE: My view
of Kalgoorlie racing is that over the years
it has been steadily declining, and my pro-
posal is to give it more money. The Min-
ister, by way of comparison, Quoted a
striking figure. but kept well away from
the amount of money that will go to the
parent club in the city.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is a
very unfair charge.

The Hon. W. F. WILLE1SEE: Unf air?
The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Yes, because

I answered every question around the
Chamber, and you know I did, until the
Chairman stopped me.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!I
The Hon. W, F. WILL1EE: The Min-

ister quoted these figures but did not quote
the very much greater amount that will
go to the city club.

The Ron. L. A. Logan: That amount
has been bandied around the Chamber all
night.

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: That
amount is £133,000.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is right;
no one has ever tried to deny it.

The Hon. W. F. WULE1SEE: It is quite
possible that if sufficent money were
granted to Kalgoorlie the club would be
able to hold race meetings all the year
round as it used to do years ago. It is
also possible that, with sufficient money,
the racing in the North-West could be imi-
proved. I believe that Roebourne used to
have races with stake money equivalent
to that provided by the Perth club, How-
ever, I do not intend to delay the Commit-
tee unduly. The effect of my amendment
will be merely to double the increment
Payable to country racing clubs and pro-
portionately reduce that to the Turf Club.

The Hon. A, F. GRIFFITH: I only
want to say that the honourable member
knows only too well that I answered all
questions in regard to amounts which
clubs would receive and only ceased when
the Chairman stopped the questions with-
out notice. It is not right to say that
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I skirted round the amount which the city
club would receive. I will say it again: It is
£133,000. The £45,000 which the Turf
Club received last year is still being for-
gotten. Surely this is a reasonable pro-
position; and it will be realised that the
amendments which have been carried will
mean that the metropolitan clubs will not
get what was intended; and the honour-
able member wishes to take away more.
The increases provided for In the Bil are
surely reasonable.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: The
Treasurer can give them what he pleases.

The Hon. A. F. GRIMfTH: Mr. Strick-
land has a fetish on what the Treasurer
can do. He seems to think that we have a
pot of Consolidated Revenue which is com-
pletely bottomless.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: You are get-
ting £500,000 out of this.

The Hon. A. F. GlIIFflTH: Surely this
is a fair contribution to country clubs.
After all, how long has this legislation been
in force? What did the previous Govern-
ment do about the country clubs?

The Hon. W. F. WILLESIEE: I am sorry
the Minister has seen fit to take umbrage
at my remarks, in such a personal manner.
If there is an alteration in the figures in
relation to the Turf Club. surely there
will be a scaling down in relation to
country clubs. This Bill is not law yet,
and surely I am entitled to place on the
-notice paper an amendment which I think
will benefit country clubs. It is for the
Committee to decide one way or the
other. I have not done any more than put
my views forward. I1 think the matter
could well be left on that basis.

Amendment Put and a division called for.
The CHAIRMAN: Before tellers are ap-

pointed, I give may vote with the ayes.
Division taken with the following

result-
Ayea--14.

Hon. 0. Sennetta Eon. G. E. Jeffery
Hon. J. Cunningham Hon, A. L. Loton.
Hon. E. M. Davies Hon. J, D. Teaban
lion. J. J. Garrigan Hon. Ri. Thompson
Hon. W. R. Hall Hon. W. F. wtllesee
Hon. E. IL. Heenan Hon.4 F. J. S. Wise
Hon. R. F. Hutchison Hon. H. 0. Strickland

(Teller.)
Noes-iS.,

HOn. C. R. Abbey Hon. J. Murray
Hon. L. C. Diver Hon. H. L. Roche
Hon. A. F. Griffith Hon. C). H, Simpso
non, i. 0. Hislop Hon. J. M. ThomSon
Hon. L. A. Logan Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. G. 0. Macginnon Hon, F, D. Witilaott
Eon, R. C. Mattiske (Teller.)

Majority for-I.
Amendment thus passed.
The Hon. W. P. WILLESEE: I move an

amendment-
Page 6, line 23-Delete the word

"fifteen" and insert in lieu the word
"thirty."

This is now a consequential amendment.
Amendment out and passed,

The Ron, F. J. S. WISE: At the foot of
page 6 a further consequential amendment
is required. I therefore move an amend-
ment-

Page 6, line 44-Delete the word
"and."

Amendment put and passed.
On motions by the Hon. F. J. S. Wise,

clause further amended as follows:-
Page 7:

Lines--Delete paragraph (b) in 1
to 5.

Lines 6 and 7-Delete the words
"such sum of the moneys mentioned
in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this sub-
section".

Clause, as amended, put and passe.
Title--put and passed.
Bill reported with amendments.

Sitting suspended from 10.28 to 10.56 P.M.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIES AUTHORITY

BILL
Second Reading-Defeated

Debate resumed from the 3rd November.

THE HON. C. IL SEWMPS ON (Midland)
(10.561: When introducing this Bill, the
Minister told us that industrial develop-
ment was a very pressing need for this
State. He went on to say that it affected
migration, employment and the economic
stability of the State. The Minister
claimed further that the Department of
Industrial Development had not achieved
success in that direction. He then claimed
that a new authority, as set out in this
Bill, was needed; and he said the methods
employed by the Premier of South Aus-
tralia (Sir Thomas Playford) and by Mr.
Bolte, the Premier of Victoria-both of
whom had enlisted the aid of businessmen
and had made drives and visited countries
overseas--had achieved considerable suc-
cess in attracting Industries to commence
in their respective States.

In considering this Bill, I think we are
called upon to take stock of our position
so far as we can to see to what extent
the claims made are justified; whether
the proposed authority will give us that
assistance in an industrial drive that is
considered necessary; and whether the
attractions we have to offer measure up
to the undoubted attractions which the
Premier of South Australia In the one
case, and the Premier of Victoria in the
other, have to offer, and in regard to
which they have achieved some measure
of success.

I think we can all -admit that we are
in entire sympathy with the alms the Bill
seeks to achieve. We feel it would defi-
nitely be to the advantage of the State
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if we could build up a balanced indus-
trial complexion to our community. This
would stabilise the State's economy and
help the prospects of employment and the
securing of jobs for youths who are enter-
ing the employment field. These are de-
sirable objectives. I want to make it clear
that while I have some criticism to offer
as far as this Bill is concerned, I could
not, in regard to the end result, be more
in favour than I am.

Questions we should ask ourselves for
a start are these: Will the introduction
or creation of this new instrument be the
means of achieving success where other
efforts have failed? Is the present
machinery of the Department of Industrial
Development as inefficient as has been
claimed? Are the efforts of the selected
men who will be clothed with special
Powers likely to win success where over-
seas missions sent out by the previous
Government were relatively unsuccessful?
Before we attempt to answer these ques-
tions, there are basic factors we should
consider. In assessing these things we
will have to keep our feet on the ground;
and we must try and view the situation,
as I see it, through the eyes of a pros-
pective investor.

First of all, let us recognise the fact
that we would be in active competition with
our sister States which have already estab-
lished their industries. We must also ask
ourselves whether we can compete with
those established industries. Can we
match what they have to offer? Generally
speaking, we will have to compare what
we have to offer with what they have to
offer. I think we can say that the in-
vestor who is likely to come here is going
to take a shrewd look at the conditions
obtaining here and in the Eastern States,
and will sum up the position along these
lines: He will look, I think, for the various
production factors favourable so far as he
is concerned.

Certainly we can offer him land and
power, but is that power in sufficient
quantity for a big Industrial enterprise?
How does the cost of that power compare
with the cost of power in the Eastern
States? Water is another factor; and
fresh water in this State is definitely a
limiting factor in many directions, parti-
cularly in regard to the setting up of in-
dustrial enterprises.

In any field of Australasian trade we
must admit that we are handicapped in re-
gard to Eastern States competition. The
important matter of markets must be con-
sidered. If we are catering for Australian
trade, we have to recognise that in Western
Australia we have about 7 per cent. of
Australia's population: whereas the East-
ern States, with whom we will have to
compete, and where industries are already
established, embraces over 90 per cent. of
the population of Australia. We have to
sum uip these aspects before we can con-
sider the steps to be taken or the off ers
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to be made to attract people to come here.
We must recognise we are up against this
competition.

As I mentioned before, the power costs
here are high. From information I have,
I should say they are considerably higher
than in VicLoria, South Australia, or New
South Wales, which are the main indus-
trial States. Queensland also has many
advantages we do not possess. At Yallourli
in Victoria, coal is converted to electricity
at the pit head. About 10 years ago there
was a station there three times the size
of the South Fremantle station and it was
supplying current to Melbourne for i2d. a
unit. On top of that, the commission had to
meet distributing costs, accounting costs
and costs under many other heads that
came into the business of producing and
selling electricity. In addition, in Victoria,
there is the Eildon hydro-electric power
scheme which was nearly completed; and
Victoria will share on a large scale the
benefits of the Snowy River scheme.

That is something that State has which
we have not. Sometimes in regard to local
markets, we are also at a disadvantage.
I could state cases where goods are mass-
produced in the Eastern States and are
actually sold here at a lower figure than
they are retailed or sold wholesale in the
Eastern States. That is not hard to
visualise. I know of a manufacturer who
is producing an article and he has a
capacity, shall we say, for producing 50
units. His market is expanding and he
sees markets for an increased output
of, shall we say, 70 units. Instead of
building premises to cater for that in-
creased market, he built a bigger factory
capable of producing 100 units. With a
double shift, he can produce the 100 units
for practically the same price as it costs
him to produce 70 units. His overhead is
considerably cut down.

He tried to establish a market here and,
in fact, did. He kept his employees on
full production, and he was able to sell
his surplus goods both here and in the
other States and beat his competitors in
price; and so he was able effectively to
prevent or dimish the competition he was
likely to receive in those markets. Those
are factors we have to take into considera-
tion.

one matter in which our firms are at
a disadvantage as compared with the big-
ger Eastern States' companies is in regard
to advertising. Our companies simply
would not be able to compete with them
when it came to engaging space at any-
thing up to £1,000 per Page, which is the
ruling rate in some of the big Eastern
State~s newspapers. In addition, agents
may have to be engaged to work up a
business. For all this a tremendous
amount of capital would be required in
order to build up a market in the Eastern
States, even if the article did not require
a big freight rate to be sent to that
market.
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Actually, some lines locally produced are
now sent to the Eastern States. I believe
Jason Industries are finding in the East-
ern States a market which is much bigger
than the local market. I do not say that
It Is not possible to overcome some of the
handicaps which I have mentioned. How-
ever, this applies only to some lines. In
others we would be gravely handicapped
by the conditions that obtain here.

We have tried bard over the years to
convert our Collie coal Into coke. Unfor-
tunately, our effort~s so far have been un-
successful. If we could do that, we could
establish an integrated iron and steel In-
dustry here. We would also build a very
favourable foundation on which to estab-
lish big industry here--something like
B.H.P. at Newcastle and Port Kembla.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to
produce coke from our local coal. This
has definitely been a great handicap in
connection with establishing an iron and
steel Industry in this State at, say, Collie
or Bunbury.

I mention these factors for two reasons:
If we are considering spending a lot of
money In attracting would-be investors
here, we want to weigh up what the re-
sults are likely to be; and we want to
try and understand why the efforts that
have been made over the years by the
Department of Industrial Development
and by the overseas missions have been
relatively unsuccessful. Is it because we.
have not the goods to offer? Is it because
other places can make more attractive
offers than we can?

While it is Possible that we might be able
to induce capital Wo come to this State in
regard to some special lines of endeavour,
we could spend a lot of money trying to
force development along those lines where
we are handicapped in regard to natural
advantages. It is an old maxim that one
always get something if one is prepared
to pay the price. We have already spent a
considerable amount of money attracting
Industries to Ewinana. We had to dredge
the channels through the Success and
Pamelia Banks, and Provide the means
whereby ships could turn around. In
addition, we spent a lot of money on
housing at Medina; and this has not been
an unqualified success by any means.

We have made considerable concessions
In regard to port charges. I understand
the normal charge made by the Fremnantle
Harbour Trust is 13s. 6d. per ton. How-
ever, the charge to British Petroleum is
only Is. 2d. per ton. I am not condemning
these things. It is, perhaps, necessary to
spend a considerable amount of money to
open up Cockburn Sound. It was, per-
haps, good business originally, and was the
means of British Petroleum coming here;
but if the making of concessions Is going
to continue indefinitely, we should know
exactly what we are doing before we start
on a programme of that kind.

We have the same concessions operating
with the Broken Hill Pty., and subsidiaries.
How the Cockburn Cement Co. Is affected
I do not know. I am wondering whether
it is contemplated extending these con-
cessions to any industries--industries
which come along and which are looking
for special inducement--to get them to
establish their businesses in that particu-
lar area. The point I would like to touch
upon just here is that the Bill does em-
brace trading concerns, as well as the
effort to attract new industries here.

The Bill does Provide for some over-
riding rights in the matter of the
Premantle Harbour Trust. That is included
in the powers given to the industrial
authority to be set up under the provisions
of clauses 17 to 20.

We were told earlier that, in the W.A.
Law Reports, and in extracts from State
bulletins, there are references to the action
brought against the Cockburn Cement
Company in regard to unfair trading; and
we were told that the price of cement in
Western Australia was £4 per ton higher
than that charged in Queensland, South
Australia, and Tasmania. Obviously the
judge was of the opinion that there had
been no unfair trading by the Cockburn
Cement Company, but I amr concerned
with the fact that cement cost £4 per ton
more at lKwinana than was charged for
cement in South Australia, Queensland
and New South Wales. That confirms my
opinion that there are natural factors here
which make it difficult for any local com-
pany to reduce its production charges
sufficiently to compete successfully with-
with the Eastern States.

An optimist might suggest that we
should try to obtain a footing in the
Asian market, but I believe that we might
be up against even greater disadvantages
there. In Japan there is a great deal of
industrial development with low wage
costs; and India is also building up its
industrial strength, favoured by low wages.
Russia is coming into the field as an un-
known quantity, but according to various
reports Russia may, in ten years' timne, be
able to compete with America as regards
potential development.

America also, a country of immense
capital and with probably the most highly
developed production techniques in the
world, must be taken into account.
America has sufficient capital to enable
her to advance loans to prospective cus-
tomers. I am pointing out that we are
facing a problem which it may be Pos-
sible to solve; but in attempting to solve
it we must be cautious and make sure of
what we are doing. I have tried to em-
phasise that although we would all wel-
come this building up of industrial
potential, we must not attain it by paying
a price that is beyond our means.

I submit that the Bill is unnecessary,
because all the power that we propose
to place in the hands of this authority
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is already possessed by the Minister; and
he is the person who should exercise it.
The Persons to be appointed to the auth-
ority will not be answerable, politically, to
Parliament. They can advise and recom-
mend to the Minister, and they will also
have powers of bargaining and negotiation
which I think could lead us Into trouble.
They are not to be bound by the Public
Service Act; and they are to be given
Power to enable them to go to any depart-
ment, without the authority of the Mini-
ster or the head of the department, and
make use of that department. I can think
of nothing more conducive to trouble in
the Civil Service than that.

Those of us who have held ministerial
office know that by and large the person-
nel of all departments are loyal and effi-
cient, and are anxious to do their job to
the best of their ability. They have a
healthy respect for any Minister who is
capable of administering his department
and showing that he is boss as regards
both the departmental head, the senior
officers, and the rank and file. I can re-
member, when I had a very heavy portfolio
load, that one of the first questions I was
asked by the Commissioner of Railways
was who would handle my aff airs in the
Legislative Assembly. When I told him
that Mr. Watts, the Deputy Premier, would
handle them, he was satisfied. That shows
the anxiety that exists in the minds
of departmental officers in such matters.
The loyalty of the Civil Service in some-
thing that has grown up over the years
and has crystalised into a tradition: and
the men concerned would have a very
poor regard for a. Minister or departmental
head who was placed in the invidious posi-
tion of having somebody from outside, no
matter how competent, coming into the
department over his head-

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Surely you do
not think that is provided for in the
Bill!

The Hon. C. H. STMPSON: From my own
experience, I say it would not work. The
loyalty of the departmental officers and
their respect for their permanent head
and Minister is something that we should
treat with great respect. I believe the
Bill would do nothing but create discon-
tent and dissension at various levels of the
service. The Minister already has power
to co-opt assistance if he thinks fit. A
Minister can suggest that honorary min-
isters be appointed to assist him; and if
that is done those honorary ministers will
be responsible men who conform to our
general system of administration and gov-
ernment. I believe that many of the powers
proposed to be given to the members of
this authority should be exercised only by
the Minister.

I want now to refer to certain conces-
sions that might be offered, and the ad-
vice that might be given to the Minister
and to Cabinet in regard to the sale of
certain trading concerns, which the

farmers believe should not be sold. I do
not think there is an immediate prospect
of those concerns being disposed of but.
under this Bill, that position could arise
in the future; these men, co-opted to the
authority, might advise the Government to
sell some trading concerns. When the
men first appointed became too old or re-
tired, would their successors be given the
same authority? Would they submit to
pressure and bring forward proposals such
as I have suggested? We must remember
that primary production accounts for
about 90 per cent. of our export income.
and Governments of the past have always
borne that in mind.

Past Governments have given special
port concessions in regard to the export of
grain and farm produce generally; because
there is no wharfage charge on grain and
similar products. That policy of conces-
sions must not be carried too far; and if
it were extended to Industries that wanted
to come here it could cause trouble, be-
cause the Fremantle Harbour Trust must
still carry on and pay its own way. The
more such concessions we give, the higher
the charge must be on all goods that pay
a charge. I believe that the wharfage
charges on the merchandise and goods
generally at Fremantle are the highest in
Australia.

The Bill makes reference, I think, to the
Fremantle Harbour Trust and to the
abattoirs at Midland and at Robb Jetty.
If this measure were agreed to it would
be possible at some future date for recom-
mendations to be made to the Government
to sell those concerns, which we think are
very important to the primary production
of the State.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Robb Jetty
could be sold tomorrow, without this Bill.

The I-on. C. H. SIMPSON: Don't be too
sure about that. The Midland abattoir is
sited on its own ground, but there is
nothing to prevent the ground being sold
back to the Government, which could then
dispose of the abattoir without the sanc-
tion of Parliament.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Is that not
a contradiction of what you have said?

The Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: That is the
advice I have. This authority is answer-
able only to the Minister. It is clothed
with exceptional powers. In my opinion, it
is something more or less extraneous to
the system of Government that we know.
Whilst men could be co-opted by the Min-
ister to advise and conduct negotiations
if necessary, I do not think it is wise to
clothe them with statutory powers.

I find it difficult to believe that this
delegation of powers is a matter which the
Minister worked out for himself. Natur-
ally, he felt that he should obtain com-
petent men to carry out the job for him.
It is my impression that these powers
would be exercised by the authority itself.
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For that reason I believe it would have
no hesitation in using them in regard
to any particular project. In fact I be-
lieve that this authority asked for these
Powers because it wanted to use them; and
that is what I1 am concerned about. The
best way to make this authority perman-
ent is to pass a Bill to constitute it, be-
cause once a Bill is passed, the authority
can be like many other bodies; it can dig
itself in and become very difficult to dis-
lodge.

In my opinion, it would be dangerous to
set up this authority. I am sure that
after 12 months' reflection the Govern-
ment will be very glad if we take steps to
prevent it from making what I believe to
be a cardinal blunder. Before embarking
on a project such as this to create an
anthority, the Government wants to be
very sure of what it is doing, and wants
to recognise the need far caution. It is
most desirable to make an examination of
the proposal which could involve the Gov-
ernment in heavy financial commitments
and long-term financial backing.

It is necessary that we should have some
evidence of a programme of development
which will affect the whole of the State
before we can take such a step. Nobody
is keener than I am to see the State
develop, but there are other ways that
could be properly exploited in regard to
which there would be no competition; and
which would go a long way towards help-
ing us to solve this problem of centralisa-
tion which seems to be affecting this State,
particularly over the last two decades.

For example, we could derive rich divi-
dends if we paid some attention to our
mineral potential. When gold was first
discovered in this State, there was no
worry about the Government making
capital available. I think some pressure
could be brought to bear by the Govern-
ment for a revision of the price of gold
which would mean a great deal to West-
ern Asutralia. As everyone knows, if we
could establish profitable mining enter-
prises in the outback areas, We would have
one of the best ways of attracting popu-
lation to those parts and building up
permanent settlements.

We have been told that in the Hamers-
ley Ranges the money to be won in
asbestos would exceed the value of the gold
we have obtained from the Golden Mile.
That is something which might well call
for great productive skill in order that
we may enter the markets of the world.
We have a tremendous agricultural Poten-
tial, not only in the land that can be
brought under cultivation, but also from
the research which could be conducted to
increase the productivity of that land. We
have made a good deal of progress along
those lines in our agricultural department.
We have developed drought-resistant and
rust-resistanit wheats and, generally, have
increased the State's farming potential con

siderably in the dry areas. Mr. Jones,
one Of our Council members, has, aver the
years, done an excellent job in promoting
pasture development and establishing pas-
ture development groups.

In regard to one part of the Miling dis-
trict, Sir Edward Lefroy was told some
years ago, "From here to the South Aus-
tralian border is all desert," but in that
same area today, by educating the farmers,
establishing pasture groups, sowing the
land with clover to build up its value, the
cereal yield of the land has been increased
one and a half times, and the stock-carry-
ing capacity has been increased up to ten
times. As a result, farmiers in that area
are amongst the most prosperous in the
State. That kind of development is going
on all over Western Australia.

A good deal, along similar lines, could
be done to boost mining. Any associated
problems like salt encroachment, weed
control, and other kindred matters could
all be investigated to build up and pro-
tect the potential that we have in this
State. Some of the countries that are
close to us, which are raising their stand-
ard of living, might be glad to provide us
with a market for the foodstuff that we
can produce. We could profitably spend
money on research into such matters.

There should be no need for the estab-
lishment of an advisory committee which
might easily divert necessary funds from
such projects as I have mentioned, and
instead make large and tempting offers
to industrial concerns to establish them-
selves in this State, where the prospects of
success are not very favourable compared
with the entrenched competition of similar
projects in other parts of Australia. I
think I have covered the provisions of the
Bill fairly well.

I repeat, that there is no need for this
proposed authority to be clothed wvith
special powers. Its members could still
be co-opted by the Minister in regard to
any particular line of development. They
could still commence a. negotiation and
they could obtain all the service and
advice they wanted through the usual
departmental channels without upsetting a
very efficient civil service and creating dis-
content among its ranks. I oppose the
Bill.

TUE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister f or Mines-in reply) L11.391:
I am surprised to think that a Bill of
such importance to the Government has
raised such little interest among members
that there have been only two speakers
on it. The only two contributions that
have been wade to the debate have been
the speeches made by Mr. Simpson and
Mr. Wise. it amases me how sometimes
a member can deliberately, or uninten-
tionally. misinterpret the contents of a
measure. Mr. Simpson said unequivoc-
ally that he thought it would be un-

-desirable to set up another authority
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which would be outside the control of the
Minister. Nothing is further from the
truth, because the Bill definitely states
that the authority shall be subject to the
Minister. what is the use of Mr. Simpson
trying to lead the House to believe that
the authority would not be subjct to the
Minister? The honourable member this
evening has given a practical demonstra-
tion of how to throw cold water on the
future of Western Australia.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: You can
say that again!

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH If we ac-
cepted that advice, we would throw In the
towel. We would say that the Eastern
States can do much better than we can,
and that the Asian markets are not worth
while. We would really get down to the
position where we would hang- our heads
in deep thought and say, "It is of no use
carrying on." However, I am pleased to say
that the Government has no intention of
hanging its head in that fashion. It is
anxious to see the State prosper, as we
would all like to see it prosper. It is of
no use trying to throw cold water on its
prospects. It is of no use saying, "I am
so solemn about the future of the State
that it cannot make the grade in any
shape or form. The Eastern States have
an advantage over us in regard to markets,
so it is of no use our doing anything
about the position." I repeat, that is not
the Government's attitude.

This measure has not been brought for-
ward on the spur of the moment for con-
sideration by members. We did not prepare
and draft the Bill in five minutes; and
we did not take such action as a result
of being dictated to by the people we
proposed to appoint to the authority. We
brought forward this Bill because, during
the past six years, industrial development
In this State has gone to the dogs and
the people are wondering what has hap-
pened. We introduced the Bill in the hope
that there would be more optimism and
more desire on the part of the people to
go out and make a profit and say to
themselves, "This is the Western Aus-
tralia that gives every promise and affords
every opportunity, so let us go out and do
something to advantage." If we listened
to Mr. Simpson we would, like he has
done, throw cold water on the future of
Western Australia.

As I have said, the only other remarks
were made by Mr. Wise, and he seemed
to adopt the same viewpoint that was
expressed by Labor members in another
place. The honourable member tried to
convey the impression that the proposed
authority could do all sorts of things con-
cerning the activities of the Government
and the disposal of State trading con-
cerns. Mr. Simpson, incidentally, tried to
convey the same impression. He suggested

that the members of this proposed author-
ity could walk into some Government de-
partment and assume control.

I ask members in all seriousness, whether
they have heard anything more impossible.
If a, member of the proposed authority
were to walk into my office, wham would
he see? I suggest he would see the Under
Secretary for Mines or the manager of the
State Housing Commission, or, if the mat-
ter was on a higher plane, myself. Does
Mr. Simpson ask us to accept the fact that
that person could walk into the depart-
ment and take it over? What would I be
doing in those circumstances? Does the
honourable member think that I would
stand by and watch that state of affairs
taking place, even if that were the situa-
tion under the Bill-but it is not? The
Bill sets out that on the advice of the
authority and with the approval of the
minister controlling the department, the
authority may do certain things.

If I do not like the recommendation in
respect of my department, because the Bill
uses the word "may," I do not have to be
subject to it if I do not want to be. It
might be very convenient or helpful to
me, or to some other Minister, to seek the
advice of the authority. All its members
will be well experienced in business admin-
istration and in the handling of people.

It is so easy to criticise Sir Russell
Dumas, and to say that because he is a6
Director of the Cockburn Cement Co-
frankly. I do not know and I do not care
-we should be afraid of his actions. I
suggest that Sir Russell Dumas, as an
individual, has as much interest in the
development of this State as any member
in this House. He would put forward his
ideas and lend assistance to the Govern-
ment of Western Australia, whether it be
the Government of which I am a member
or a Government of a different political
complexion. I venture to say that for the
benefit of Western Australia he would
lend his assistance to furthering the in-
terests of this State, with no ulterior
motive as was hinted. He is an elderly
gentleman. What object would he have,
at the period of time he has reached in
life, to take unto himself some sinister
idea that, because he cannot put the
screws on the Government of Western
Australia, he will act in his own interests?
There is nothing further from the truth.

It distresses me to think that the
criticism of this one man would surround
the criticism of this Bill in the hope that
members who are opposing it will ensure
on that account, that the Bill will not be-
come law. The true position of the pro-
posed authority is that it will be purely
of an advisory nature.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: The Bill will
take over the Department of industrial
Development.
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The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It will be an
industrial development authority, but it
will be subject to the Minister. The words
used in the Bill are very plain.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: The Minister
for Industrial Development said the
authority would take over the department
completely.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It will not
take over the department. It will be an
industrial authority. It will be subject to
the Minister. It will carry out the func-
tions specifically stated in the BiDl. There
is no sinister purpose. This is purely an
attempt by the Government to further
Western Australia more than It has been
furthered in the past. I ask members to
accept the fact that the Government is
sincere in creating the authority which wil
be Instrumental in attracting industry to
this State. We are a primary-producing
State and I hope that we will so continue
to be in the main. But we have to
balance our economy and we have to es-
tablish secondary industries in the State,

Mr. Simpson stated that relatively there
has been little industrial development in
Western Australia in the last few years. I
say there has been very little industrial
development here at all. The two gentle-
men who have been nominated to the pro-
posed authority, and the third one yet
to be chosen, will have no eff ect on the
legislation, because the choice of the peo-
ple who will comprise the authority will be
in the hands of the Government.

The Hon. G. Bennetts: This proposed
body will have a lot of authority.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: it will not.
It will only have such authority as the
Government wants it to have. It will be
subject to the direction of the Minister.
-As I said during the second reading the
Government thinks that businessmen are
better fitted and more able to negotiate
for the attracting of industries into
Western Australia, than are the personnel
employed in the Department of industrial
Development. Businessmen can act more
effectively based on their experience. I
do not say this in any manner detrimental
to the officers employed in the department.
Mr. Gibson, one of the officers, works very
closely with the two men who are now in
the department in an advisory capacity;
that is, Sir Russell Dumas, and Mr. Bris-
bane. His close association 'with the
authority will continue if Parliament
Passes this Bill.

There is no suggestion that the Gov-
ermnent is surrendering its autonomy in
respect of the functions of industrial
development. On the contrary, the whole
of the legislation will be subject to the
Minister, and his directions will be given
effect to by clause 7 which states--

For all the purposes of this Act the
Authority is subject to the Minister
and shall give effect to his directions.

How can we accept the statement of Mr.
Simpson that the Government is setting
up the authority outside the control of
the Minister? That is not proposed in the
Bill. The choice of the men for the
industrial authority Is to be made by the
Government of the day.

I point out to Mr. Wise that he over-
looked the f act that clause 18 is in the
Bill. It deals with the powers of the Gov-
ernor. Thiis provision will ensure that
none of the things which he imagined
could take place would occur, because
the authority will be subject to ministerial
control. Mr. Wise asked why should we
destroy something accountable to the Gov-
ernent and accountable directly to the
Minister, and detach it entirely from min-
isterial control, because by clause 20 the
authority is to be exempted in its opera-
tion from any ministerial control. That is
an amazing piece of reasoning, because the
first words in that clause are, "subject
to the provisions of this section." That is
of course subject to the Minister, as pro-
vided for in clause 7.

I say without hesitation that Mr. Wise
is trying to read something sinister into
this piece of legislation, and trying to
present an atmosphere to some members
that the Government, in introducing this
Bill, has some dreadful purpose in mind.
The only purpose the Government has in
mind is to see that Western Australia
advances; and more quickly than it has
advanced in recent years.

Much emphasis was laid on the fact
that the W.A. Meat Export Works, the
Wyndham Meat Works and the Midland
Junction Abattoir might be sold. if
members take notice of the words of Mr.
Wise they will be playing up to his fears,
because assurances have already been
given by the Government upon this point.
As I interjected when Mr. Simpson was
speaking, no Parliamentary authority Is
necessary now for the disposing of these
undertakings. Everybody knows that.

Mr. Wise said this Bill will mean that
any industry, instrumentality or depart-
ment which comes within the definitions
clause will also be able to be sold with-
out the authority of Parliament. I say-
that the present law applies to State
trading concerns, and the authority of
Parliament will be needed for matters be-
yond those concerns. The sale of the W.A.
Meat Export Works does not require Far-
liamentary authority. That has been the
situation for a long time.

I find myself in a very extraordinary
position in having to reply to the debate
after only two members have spoken to
the measure.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: It is not
worth any more.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I can ap-
preciate exactly what the honourable
member means. To the Government it is
worth a lot more. it is an important
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piece of legislation which I hope will re-
ceive the commendation of this House.
I ask that this Bill be passed in order
that the Goverrnent may ge given the
chance to see whether the suggestions
Put forward and contained in it will
be of merit. I conclude my speech on
this note: As I said in the first place,
this is not a sinister piece of legislation,
and I would not like members to regard
it in that manner.

It is a sincere conscientious effort to
set up an authority to which businessmen
will be appointed for the benefit of the
advice that they can give to the Govern-
menit, with the one purpose in mind-the
furthering of the interests of Western Aus-
tralia. If anyone has the temerity to
suggest that the two people whom the
Government would ask to advise it would
act for any purpose other than to further
the interests of the State, he would be
making a shocking reflection upon two
men who have given great service to the
State over the years.

Question Put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Ron.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

AyOs-12.
C. H. Abbey Honm
J. Cunningham Hon.
L. C. Diver Hon.
A. F. Griffith Hon.
J. 0. Hislop Hon.
L. A. Logan Ron.

Noes- 15.
0. Bennette Hon.
E. MA. Davies Hon.
J. J. Glarrigan Hon.
E. MA. Heenan Hon.
R. F. Hutchison Hon.
0. E. Jeffery Hon.
F. R. H. Lavery Hon.
A. L. looton

0. C. MacKinnon
R. C. Mattiske
J. MA. Thomson
H. K. Watson
F. D. Wilhrnott
J. Murray

(Teller.)

C. H. Simpson
H. C. Strickland
J. fl. Teahan
H. Thompson
W. F. Willesee
F. J. S. Wise
W. H. Hall

(Teller.)

Majority against-S.
Question thus negatived.
Bill defeated.

BUILDERS' REGISTRATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 12th Novem-
ber.

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines--in reply) [12.5
a.m.]: This Bill was introduced as the
result of a deputation taken to the Min-
ister for Works by Mr. O'Neil, the member
for Canning. The deputation consisted of
members from the B-class builders' as-
sociation. Although not every amendment
contained in the Bill was suggested by
them, basically it was introduced to make
the amendments which were suggested by
the deputation. Mr. Strickland said that
he thought there should not be any legis-
lation at all. I would remind him that
the principal Act was introduced in 1939.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: I was not
here then.

The Hon. A. F. ORITrH: And was
introduced by a Labor Government. The
honourable member said he was not hero
then. Of course he was not!

The Hon. L. A. Logan: He has been
here for the last six years.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFITH: The hon-
ourable member was here, I think, when
the Act was twice amended by the Labor
Government of which he was a supporter.
However, he did not make any move in
respect of the Builders' Registration Act.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: I was a
Minister at that time.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is
right.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: And in the
same position as you are in regarding
legislation.

The Hon. A. F. GRI~FITH: I do not
think the honourable member was because
if we relate the remarks he made on this
particular Bill to his feelings when he was
in a similar position to that in which I
find myself now, he will realise he was
not in the same position as I am because
I believe this Bill Is an improvement on
the situation which exists under the Act
at Present.

I would like to deal with one or two
of the points made by the honourable
member when he was speaking. He said
he considered the appointment of someone
other than the Principal Architect would
sever any direct contact between the Gov-
ernment and the board. This amendment
is suggested purely and simply so that
the services of Mr. Clare can be retained.
Members are probably aware that the
Principal Architect is retiring; and the
Act, as it stands, makes the Principal
Architect the chairman of the board. If
this particular amendment is agreed to.
then the Minister would still have the right
to appoint the chairman; and he could still
appoint some Government architect. Be-
cause of the services rendered by Mr. Clare
to the Builders' Registration Board, it was
desired that he should retain his member-
ship.

The honourable member also objected to
the fact that builders outside can be regis-
tered, while A-class builders cannot be
registered without undergoing an examina-
tion. Thiat provision was incorporated in
the Act to meet the number of cases
which arose in regard to builders who
had arrived in the State from outside and
who were unable to set up business without
passing an examination. The board will
not grant registration under this section
of the Act unless it is fully satisfied that
the builder has conducted his business In
some other place and Is capable of carry-
ing out his work to the satisfaction of
the board.

I would point out to Mr. Strickland that
that amendment was introduced by the
Party of which he is a supporter, and
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during the period since its incorporation
in the Act, only nine people have actually
received registration, whereas I am told
32 applications have been made.

I think the honourable member queried
my statement that the proposals were the
result Of a recommendation by the Master
Builders' Association and the West Aus-
tralian Builders' Guild. The amendments
were based on recommendations made by
the Registration Builders' Board, upon
which is a representative of the guild. In
the absence of any opposition, it must be
assumed that the guild was in favour of the
proposal. The Master Builders' Associa-
lion suggested that the amount of restric-
tion on B-class builders should be £7,000
instead of £10,000. Therefore I would say
to Mr. Mattiske that the association with
which he is connected has a representative
on this board.

The Hon. R. C. Mattiske: When Mr.
Wild received the deputation, did he in-
vite the recognised organisations to com-
ment?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is
just a weak one. The honourable mem-
ber, I think, knows this-

The PRESIDENT: I do not think the
Minister is right in questioning the hion-
ourable member.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am not
questioning him; I am making a state-
ment. He knows that if he seeks a depu-
tation to me, as he has done-

The Hon. R. C. Mattiske: And will do!
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: -he com-

municates with me and advises me ac-
cordingly. As I always do, I will willingly
agree with his suggestion and receive a
deputation. However, more often than not
I do not know who is going to be in my
office until they get there and I am intro-
duced to them. Therefore, it Is no good
Mr. Mattiske asking whether Mr. Wild in-
vited anyone, because Mr. O'Neil. the mem-
ber for Canning, asked for this deputation.
The honourable member is, therefore,
drawing a red herring across the trail
when he suggests that a representative
from his association should have been in-
vited. The fact remains that the repre-
sentative of the Builders' Guild knew, be-
causa he is on the board; and if he did
not tell the association of which he is a
representative, I would suggest-

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: That it
changes its representative.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: -that it
takes him to task and do something about
the matter.

The Hon. R. C. Mattiske: Did you not
say that certain happenings of the board
were confidential?

The PRESIDENT:. I think the Minister
had better proceed.

The Hion. A. F. GRIFFITH: I do not
think the happenings of the board in this
respect were confidential. If they were,
what is the use of having a representative
of the guild on the board? It must be
borne in mind that the Master Builders'
Association suggested that the restriction
be £7,000 and not £E10,000, so that informa-
tion reached the board from the Master
Builders' Association.

The Hon, R. C, Mattiske; After the
legislation was introduced.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I think

the honourable member suggested that the
raising of the restriction to £10,000 for B-
class builders was not warranted. When
£5,000 was included in the Act it was
considered that the field of B-class builders
was for domestic work and for the smaller
industrial and commercial projects. It was
thought that the sum of £5,000 would
cover that field. However, it Is felt that
there is a certain amount of other work
of which the B-class builders would be
capable. We know that relative costs are
different today from what they were
previously, and this is the reason for the
increase.

Mr. Mattiske also objects, I think, to
the increase in registration fees. If the
fees remained at £ 3 s., the estimated
annual deficiency of the Builders' Regis-
tration Board would be £1,766, and this
deficiency could only be made up by the
sale of securities. As at the 31st Decem-
ber, 1958. 1 am informed that the board
had fixed deposits of £1,500. there was an
amount in an S.E.C. loan of £1,986, and
£4,965 in Commonwealth loans, a total of
£8,451, and a bank overdraft of £865. A
fee of £4 4s. per annum would still leave
an approximate deficiency of £:540. So
members will see there is a necessity to
increase the f ees to £5 5s.

The Hon. R. C. Mattiske: But if the
fees are £4 4s. their reserves would carry
them on for another 14 years.

The Hion. A, F. GRIFFITH: Mr. Lavery
made the point that the Act applies only
to the metropolitan area. That is per-
fectly true; it does. But if it applied to
the whole of the State the Builders'
Registration Board would not have the
resources to be able adequately to super-
vise the whole of the State. It would also
be unduly restrictive, as there is always
a difficulty in having country work car-
ried out.

I think beyond that the only matters
to which I need pay a great deal of at-
tention-and I d~o not want members to
misunderstand rue because I am not
speaking in a derogatory sense-are the
suggested amendments that Mr. Lavery
has on the notice paper.

The Hon. L. C. Diver: Aren't you going
to tell us the attitude of a free enterprise
Government?
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The Eon. A. F. GRIFTH: In what re-
spect?

The Hon. L. C. Diver: In limiting the
activities of builders.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: B-class
builders?

The Hon. L. C. Diver: No, any man
who wants to build.

The I-on. A. F. GRIFFITH: I do not
know what the honourable member wants
me to say in that respect.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I think the
Minister had better make his own speech.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The situa-
tion is that we have had a Builders'
Registration Board since 1937.

The Hon. L. C. Diver: But it has not
been like this since 1937.

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: The compo-
sition of the board, the rules of the board,
and the activities of the board, backed
by an Act of Parliament, have been for
one express purpose-to protect the pub-
lic of Western Australia.

The Hon. P. R. H. Lavery: No, the pub-
lic of the metropolitan area.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I agree with
the honourable member.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: That Is not
its purpose either.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It is to pro-
tect the public of the metropolitan area,
because the Act applies only to the met-
ropolitan area. Let us take the activities
of the State Housing Commission. The
building activities of the commission are
watched closely by the supervisors of the
commission, who are all over the State.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: That is cor-
rect.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The State
Housing Commission is choosy in respect
of the builders that it employs on its
works. I have often seen reports, which
have been sent to my office, in respect to
tenders that have been accepted by the
commission; they have been accepted on
the basis that the successful tenderer is
considered to be a satisfactory builder.

The Hon. L. C. Diver: That again is in
the metropolitan area.

The H-on. A. F. GRIFFITH: No. As
the honourable member knows, the State
Housing Commission builds all over the
State, from the very north to the very
south and it does not confine its activi-
ties to the metropolitan area. Mr.
Lavery's amendment would reverse a
situation which the Builders' Registration
Board is now trying to create-the pre-
vention of dummying in the industry.
It is desired, by this Bill, to Pre-
vent a state of affairs where one person
can be a dummy. He might have the
practical knowledge and qualifications,
but he would simply be a name and would
allow the unqualified person to do the work.

If we agreed to the honourable mem-
ber's amendments we would find ourselves
in the situation. where everybody who
went before the board could be registered
without having to undergo the necessary
examinations. Such a state of affairs
would be extirmely unfair to the 324 per-
sons who have already qualified by exam-
ination.

The Hon. R. P. Hutchison: And many
without it.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: And it would
be unfair to those persons who are now
studying. A total of 218 of these people
will be sitting for their examinations
during this month.

The Hon. L. C. Diver: It leaves me cold.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am glad

of that, Particularly as it is a hot night!
The most serious aspect of this would be
that it would create a set of circumstances
where the registration board would be
obliged to accept the responsibility of
Permitting or not Permitting, unregisteredl
people to manage and supervise building.
work. If the honourable member's amend-
ments became law, many of the 400-odd
B-class builders, who for a long time have
been seeking to be granted A-class regi-
stration certificates without examination.
and a great many other Persons who have
not even B-class registration, would seek
to use means thus created to obtain their
Purpose.

Those who were not approved by theboard would obviously feel disgruntled;
and I suggest that a very Unsavoury set
Of circumstances could obtain if this
situation were to be permitted. It wouldPlace upon the board the arbitrary Power
to approve or not to approve, and it couldlead to a Position analogous to that which
has arisen in connection with the opera-
tions of the Betting Control Board. I will
let it go at that. If the amendment be-
came law it would completely undermine
the Act. The Act requires a person seek-ing A-class registration to have had seven
years' experience in the industry, and tohave Passed the A-class examination: andthose seeking B-class registration to havehad five years' experience in the inuty
and to have Passed the B-ls examina-tion.-casemi-

The Ron. F. M. Davies: What would
YOU term seven Years' experience in the
industry?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The board
lays that down, and it is set Out in the
Act.

The Hon. E. M. Davies: Would the
seven years include the term of appren-
ticeship?

The Hon. A. F. GRIF'FITH: Yes. The
board and the Act lay it down.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: It depend--
on who you are.

The Hon. E. M. Davies: I think a lot
of it is just stupid.
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The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Mr. Strick-
land says "it depends on who you are."
His Government administered the Act for
many years, and apparently administered
It satisfactorily.

The Hon, H. C. Strickland: But it does
not alter the fact.

The Hon. A. F. GRIP7TH: Apparently
It is operating successfully at present.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland:. I don't
think so.

The Hon. A. F. GRI]F7ITH: It Is a
question of opinions, which apparently we
will not change.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: We are
entitled to our opinions,

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTrH: I suggest
that Mr. Lavery's amendments have prob-
ably been inspired by section 10 (2) of
the Act which allows the board to Permit
registration of builders from outside the
State without the necessity of passing an
examination. This amendment was made
in 1953 to cater for the genuine and re-
putable builders migrating to this State
from the Eastern States and overseas.

As I said, there were 32 applications.
and nine were admitted under the section.
Of the 32, and of the nine who were ap-
proved, five were from the Eastern States.
three from the United Kingdom, and one
from South Africa.

The Hon, H. C. Strickland: And none
from Western Australia.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: If Mr.
Lavery's amendments are agreed to they
will make the situation much more diffi-
cult. I ask members to bear in mind the
fact that the amendments in the Bill have
been brought forward as a result of re-
quests from the B-class builders, and re-
commendations by the Builders' Registra-
tion Board. They have been introduced
with the idea of improving the situation in
respect of B-class builders, and allowing
them to go beyond the limit of £5,000 in
respect to any contract which they enter
into. I think that is a reasonable Pro-
position.

If the Bill is lost, thie opportunity to
extend to B-class builders the right to
build up to £10,000 will go with it, and
the situation of these people, who at Pre-
sent are practising unlawfully, will not be
assisted in any way. The Builders Regi-
stration Board can carry on prosecuting.
as it has done; and that will not improve
the situation.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Who are
operating unlawfully?

The Hon. A. P. GREIFITH: "I under-
stand that some of them are. I am not
the slightest bit interested In bringing
personalities into this matter. I1 do not
want to do it. Some time ago I was asked
to lay a file on the Table of the House.
I want members to know that I did not
even know who was mentioned in the file.
because I did not want my judgment on
this issue to be marked in any way.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: That par-
ticular builder Is operating legally.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH* I did not
even look at the file when I was asked
for it. I do not want to labour the point.
but I hope the House will give the Bill Its
blessing.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (the Hon.

W. R. Hall) in the Chair: the Hon. A. F.
Griffith (Minister for Mines) in charge of
the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed,
Clause 4-Section 5 amended:
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I hope

the Committee will vote against this clause,
because it will sever direct connection
between the Government and the board.
The Minister has told us that the purpose
is for the present Principal Architect, Mr.
Clare, to remain as Chairman of the
board. There is no reason why Mr. Clare
on retirement should not represent the
architects on the board,

The Hon. L. A. Logan: He has to be
appointed by the architects.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: If the
architects are so anxious to have him he
should represent them.

The Hon. I.. A. Logan: It is the Govern-
ment that wants him, not the architects.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: The
Minister for Local Government seems a
bit peeved about this. If everybody wants
him, Mr. Clare should remain as represen-
tative of the architects. My objection is
not personal to Mr. Clare; I voice it
because it divorces the Government from
representation on the board. The architect
appointed by the Government should be
the Principal Architect.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: He should also
be the chairman.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Mr.
Clare should remain on the board as a
representative of the association to which
he belongs.

The Hon. H. C. MAfl'ISKE: I hope the
Committee will agree to this clause. Mr.
Strickland says that there are two repre-
sentatives of the architects' association
on the board at present. If we can call
the Principal Architect of the Public
Works Department a representative of
the architects' association, I suppose
he is right. In fact there is the
Principal Architect, a Government nomi-
nee who shall be chairman of the board;
and apart from that there Is a representa-
tive of the W.A. Institute of Architects.
Mr. Strickland suggested that Mr. Clare
should represent the architects. In any
small committee the one who does the
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bulk of the work is the chairman: and
I know that Mr. Glare does a lot of work
for this board; and if he were merely a
representative of the Institute of Archi-
tects he would not be called upon to do the
work he is now doing as chairman.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: Has he
objected to the work?

The Hon. R. C. MATTISICE: No. This
emanated from the building industry. It
was suggested that Mr. Glare should be
Permitted to continue as chairman of the
board if he were willing to accept the
position. It would be in the best interetts
of all concerned if he continued as chair-
man. This merely leaves the way clear
for Mr. Glare to be used in the future. I
hope the Committee will accept the clause.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I would
refer members to Paragraph (c) of section
5 of the Act. If we agree to Mr. Strick-
land's suggestion, Mr. Clare will have no
place on this board because he retires in
the near future. Immediately he does so
then in conformity with the Act the
Minister shall appoint the Principal Archi-
tect as chairman: and there will be no
chance for Mr. Clare to continue on the
board without somebody else being dis-
placed. Mr. Glare has served in this
capacity for a long time satisfactorily, and
it has been requested that he should con-
tinue to associate himself with the
Builders' Registration Board after retire-
ment. If we agreed to Mr. Strickland's pro-
position it would be difficult to appoint Mr.
Glare to the board without upsetting
somebody else's appointment.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Who are the
people who have asked for him?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I understand
the Builders' Registration Board asked for
him. He has had a long association with
the industry and should be allowed to con-
tinue to serve on the board.

The Hon. 0. E. JTEFFERY: I support Mr.
Strickland. I have already spoken of the
undoubted qualities of Mr. Glare. It is
wrong in Principle for Mr. Glare to con-
tinue as chairman: on his retirement
the Government must find a successor for
him. The continuation of Mr. Glare on
the Builders' Registration Board to my
mind is not as important as we are led
to believe. If we are to encourage Promo-
tion from within the ranks to keep the
job attractive-together with the vari ous
perks associated with it--it should go to
officers of the civil service as they rise to
that responsible position. I have every ad-
miration for Mr. Glare, but his successor
should succeed him as chairman of the
Builders' Registration Board. Whoever the
chairman of the Builders' Registration
Board is, he should be the Principal Archi-
tect in Western Australia because he will
approach the matter with a dispassionate
outlook. I oppose the clause.

The Hon. H. C, STRICKLAND: I have no
objection to Mr. Clare being on the board.
but this clause could sever relations be-
tween the chairman and the board. I differ
with the Minister when he said that Mr.
Clare cannot get on the board.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I said it would
be difficult to find a place for him.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: He could
represent the architects or the master
builders. He could be a representative of
the workers if the Government saw fit to
appoint him as such. The clause should
provide that the chairman be appointed by
the board rather than by the Government.

The I-on. R. C. MATflSKE: Mr. Jeffery
talked about perks. The members of the
board, including the chairman, receive
three guineas per meeting with a maxi-
mum of £37 16s. per annum. The chair-
man spends a considerable time on the
board's affairs both in his office hours
and outside them. So it is by no means a
perk to anyone to receive that amount in
return for his services. It is a token pay-
ment to cover expenses, and not a remun-
eration for time spent on the board's
affairs.

I would say that any chairman of the,
board who did not possess the background
that Mr. Glare has acquired since the in-
ception of the board would not be parti-
cularly happy about taking over the
onerous task with a remuneration of
£3'7 16s. for the year. Do not let us think
this is some additional remuneration which
might be directed towards the Principal
Architect for the time being; it is merely
a token payment. I hope that will not
cause members to vote against the Bill as
printed.

The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: I rise to
support the views Put forward by Mr.
Strickland and Mr. Jeffery. If the Prin-
cipal Architect is removed, control is re-
moved from the Government and it will
not be in the best interests of the working
of the legislation. Mr. Glare has done an
excellent job, and I do not see any reason
why the Government should divorce the
Principal Architect from the legislation.
I think the position should remain as it
is now.

The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: I am a little
anxious about divorcing the Government
from the Builders' Registration Board. If
an appointment is made by the Governor,
that means by the Government; and I
think we are splitting straws over this
because the Government could retain the
services of the Principal Architect. If
Mr. Glare was not able to continue in the
office on account of death, I assume the
Government would then appoint the Prin-
cipal Architect.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: We can always
amend the Act back again.
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The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: I do not
think the Government should sever Its
connection with the registration board.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 5 and 6 put and Passed.

Clause 7-Section 10A amended:

The Hon. R. C. MAT'flSKE: I move an
amendment-

Page 3-Delete paragraph (a) in
lines 8 to 10.

The purpose of paragraph (a) of clause
'7 is to increase from £5,000 to £10,000 the
value of a contract which may be entered
into by a B-class builder. It has been
stated sufficiently in debate that the whole
purpose of the legislation is to afford
protection to the public. When the parent
Act was first introduced there was pro-
vision for builders to be registered; and at
that time it was Pointed out that certain
individuals engaged in maintenance work,
renovations, and small additions should be
catered for. Therefore, Provision was
made in the original Act to provide that
work to the value of £400 would not be
covered by the Act.

Subsequently, that amount was in-
creased to £800 when the east of building
went up in the post-war Period. There
are many persons engaged on renova-
tions and small additions who are quite
happy about that. They have no desire
to be registered in any way, because they
are happy to continue with that type of
work. Then subsequently, without any
reference to the industry, the previous
Government opened the gate and enabled
any persons at all to be registered; and
they were then called conditionally regis-
tered builders. No examination or test
was required, and the gate was open for
anyone to be registered as a conditionally
registered builder. It was realised that a
mistake had been made and that concern
was being felt in the building industry.
This resulted in a further amendment be-
ing made to the parent Act under which
builders were classified as class A and
class B. It was provided that a B-class
builder would be restricted to £4,000 in
any one contract.

Subsequently the amount of £4,000 was
increased to £5,000. If the present amend-
ment is accepted by the Committee, it
will mean that any work to the value
of £10,000 may be carried out by a B-class
builder. At the present time there are
many B-class builders who are quite com-
petent in the field of work in which they
are at present engaged. However, I ven-
ture to say that they have not the ex-
perience or knowledge to permit them to
take on bigger contracts. Even with con-
tracts up to £10,000 there develop, from
time to time, certain technical problems
which require skill and knowledge. Those
persons who have not that skill and know-
ledge involve the owners in unnecessary

responsibility and trouble. In addition,
they could involve those employed on the
job in injury or loss of life.

As I said in my second reading speech.
the technical school provides classes in
which these fellows can receive tuition:
and the examinations are by no means
restricted, as is evidenced by the
number of persons who pass them year
after year, Those individuals who do not
avail themselves of a course of infltruc-
tion, or who do not endeavour to pass an
examination and qualify as an A-class
builder, should not be given any considera-
tion.

If the Bill passes in its present form,
many of those persons who are at present
studying to improve their knowledge of
the building industry will lose the initia-
tive. They will say that there is no in-
centive for them to study to fit themselves
for building when others, without studying,
can get registration enabling them to
tender for contracts up to £10,000. There
are certain individuals who have not the
capacity to pass a. written examination,
and they are given instruction by the
board, I feel that the board should give
tliem a little more encouragement by
inspecting their practical work after they
have been practising as H-class builders for
three, four or five years. If there were
some means of examining them, other
than by means of a written examina-
tion, it would be in the interests of a lot
of these fellows; they would make a
genuine effort to improve their knowledge
to qualify as A-class builders by examina-
tion. If this Bill is passed as printed, a
large degree of protection to the public
will be taken away.

The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: I oppose the
amendment because it restricts the H-class
builder to a maximum of £5,000. I can
envisage that a H-class builder would not.
because of restrictions, be able to build
a house costing £6,000 or £1,000. I cannot
agree with Mr. Mattiske that a person
may not be qualified or competent to do
it. B-class builders are men who are
tendering for and carrying out a large
amount of work. They employ competent
foremen, and, in many instances, engage
an architect to supervise the work.

These people should not be restricted to
jobs to the value of £5,000 when they are
able, quite competently, to carry out work
to the value of perhaps £20,000 in country
areas, without the supervision of an archi-
tect. Any trouble arising out of a job
can be overcome by arbitration, and I do
not see why these people should be re-
stricted as proposed. I oppose the amend-
ment.

The Hon. L. C. DIVER: I was struck
by the manner in which Mr. Mattiske
covered up the facts of the case. He re-
ferred to the qualifications of the A-class
builders, but no-one can deny that any
competent clerk or accountant could study
and become registered as an A-class
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builder: whereas there are hundreds of
thoroughly competent men who have
served an apprenticeship in the industry
and have grown up with it but who, under
this amendment, would not be given op-
portunity to progress and become A-class
builders. In the country such men can
build with no restriction on the value of
the structure and without the supervision
of an architect. I would also remind the
Committee that the amendment makes no
allowance for the increase in building
costs, so I hope the Committee will not
agree to it.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: It is
not often we find the secretary of an
organisation opposing legislation which
seeks to better the welfare of its members.
I am amazed that Mr. Mattiske should
have moved this amendment. The 420
B-class builders affected are the remnant
of the 1,600 who originally applied for
registration; and it is obvious that only
the competent men remain. The board
agrees that the remaining men are com-
petent, and it believes that the £5,000 re-
striction placed on them in 1956 should
be increased to £10,000. It also feels there
is no longer any need for the statutory
statement at the end of each year as
to the value of the contracts undertaken
during the 12 months. I remind Mr.
Mattiske that the men concerned here
have already served their time as builders,
and I hope the Committee will not agree to
the amendment.

The board has had its inspectors in the
figld since 1940, and I assume that the
men to whom most attention would be
paid would be the B-class builders whom
sonmc people want in the industry only as
supervisors for the A-class builders.

The Hon. R. C. MATrISKE: Mr. Thom-
son said these men should not be restrict-
ed to £5,000 because they often carry out
work to a much greater value in the
country without the supervision of archi-
tects, although that is the very time when
supervision is needed. I take strong ex-
ception to Mr. Diver's statement that I
am covering up. I am not covering up,
but am going to the other extreme, as
Mr. Strickland said. He cannot under-
stand why 1, as secretary of the Builders'
Guild, should be trying to restrict some
of its members. That is certainly not
covering up. Mr. Diver implied that cer-
tain persons who started as apprentices in
the industry were not given an opportunity
to progress, but that is not so. The five-
year apprenticeship served is counted as
part of the seven years in the industry
required by the Act.

Persons cannot qualify for registration
simply by passing the written examina-
tion, because, as I have already pointed
out, it Is necessary to serve seven years
in the industry. Mr. Strickland said that
the 420 B-class builders remaining must

be competent. When Mr. Tonkin opened
the gate and permitted anyone to register
conditionally, 1,000 People took advantage
of that provision. Most of them registered
only in order to secure trade discounts
for their own sell-help building jobs, and,
when that work was completed, they no
longer wanted registration. The 420 re-
maining B-class builders are the legiti-
mate builders.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Don't you
think the £5,000 worth of work per an-
num put many of them out?

The Hon. R. C. MATflSKE: No.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: I am re-
ferring to the statutory declaration to the
board.

The Hon. R. C. MArrTISKCE: No builder
who did less than £5,000 worth of work
in a year could afford to remain in the
industry, because the amount of profit he
would make from that-even at 7j per
cent-would not keep him in bread and
butter. The limit of £5,000 was imposed to
ensure that those persons who were self-
help builders and who may have had a
desire to carry on as builders, could not do
so. The legislation is designed to protect the
public. I am not here to look after the
interests of members of the Builders'
Guild, among whom are B-class builders.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Why do
you accept their money?

The H-on. R. C. MA TISKE: This limit
of £5,000 has been discussed at meetings
of the Builders' Guild: and the guild, as
a body, has been opposed to the increase
from £5,000 to £10,000. Mr. Strickland
asked why I accepted their money. it is
not I who accepts their money, but the
guild as a whole. It accepts the fees from
the members, and from those funds they
derive considerable benefit, because the
funds are used in looking after their own
interests. It is a Pity that principle could
not be extended to some of the larger
contractors, because it would save a lot of
people from getting into trouble. In the
past we have seen those People who have
thought that the boss was getting money
easily in the Post-war period, and who
started up as builders. However, many of
them went to the wall. As Minister for
Housing, the Minister in charge of this
House has had experience of that in his
administration. Certain People are not
competent to carry on a business as well
as perform actual Physical building work.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Does that
apply to A-class builders also?

The Hon. R. C. MATTISKE: Yes. I
merely wanted to correct those few points,
but I am still sticking to the amendment
I have on the notice paper.
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The Hon. A. F. GRUh'FTH: There was
a total of 1.600-odd so-called B-class
builders; but that number has now been
reduced to 400-add. The fact is that the
Builders' Registration Board is prepared to
register these men if they are capable of
entering into a building contract to the
value of £5,000. Emphasis has been placed
on the point that now the Bill proposes
to increase that limit from £5,000 to
£10,000. B-class builders will desire to
undertake work up to that value. I do
not agree with that. They might under-
take work which exceeds £5.000 in value
which they are not able to do now, but
they are not obliged to take contracts in-
volving work up to the value of £10,000.

In any case, a very fine line is being
drawn. For example, the State Housing
Commission calls tenders for six houses
of a value of £3,000 each. That is a total
of £18,000: yet a B-class builder would
be able to tender for that work.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: But if they
were semi-detached, at pre-sent, it would
be all wrong.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: That is so.
I believe that a great deal of harm would
result in permitting B-class builders to
undertake work to a value of £10,000. I
understand that the Master Builders' As-
sociation suggested that the limit be in-
creased to £7,000. I do not think Mr.
Mattiske's fears concerning the increase
in this limit will mnaterialise.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause A-Sections 10B, IOC and 1811

added:
The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: I move an

amendment-
Page 3, line 20-Insert after the

word "Act" the following words:-
or by a partner who has been a
manager and supervisor of build-
ing work for not less than five
years prior to the coming into
operation of the Builders' Regis-
tration Act Amendment Act, 1959.
and who is, in the opinion of the
Board arrived at in such manner
as the Board thinks fit, competent
to carry out building work.

I move this amendment in the spirit that
wvas suggested to me by the Minister. The
latter part of the amendment has been
included because there is already provi-
sion in the Act that if a builder comes
to this State from the Eastern States, and
the board is satisfied of his competency.
he can be registered. That provision is
designed to circumvent a section in the
Act which provides that where there are
two partners engaged in building opera-
tions, one only of whom is registered, he
must be the one to supervise the work.
In the past, this provision has not been

strictly adhered to. If the amendment is
agreed to, the unregistered partner who
supervises building work at present will
not be prevented from doing so in the
future.

The Ron. A. F. GRIFFTH: The Act
provides that any company or other body
corporate, whose building work is man-
aged or supervised by a person, registered
under this Act, is exempt from obtaining
registration. I am sure that members
realise that there are many builders oper-
ating under this provision; particularly
real estate companies. These People often
advertise themselves as A-class builders;
but they are, in fact, misleading the pub-
lie. I ask the Committee to exercise some
caution concerning this amendment, par-
ticularly as we have agreed to increase the
value of any building work done by a B-
class builder,

If we agree to the amendment, the
Builders' Registration Board will be able
to register anybody with five years' experi-
ence as a builder. What will happen to the
218 candidates who, I am informed, will
sit for their builders' registration certificate
examinations this month? Will we not
create a situation where there will be no
longer any incentive for a person to study?
Prospective candidates will say, "We can
obtain registration by approaching the
board." However, they may not, and if
they do not, there will be an unhealthy
state of affairs created.

It is not unreasonable to ask a builder
to adhere to a certain standard: It Is not
unreasonable to ask him for some indi-
cation of his capabilities and competency
in regard to building a house. The
amendment simply provides that any land
agency company will require to show In
its advertisement the name, class, and
registration number of the person who is
managing and supervising its building
work. I point out that examinations for
builders have been conducted in the East-
ern States for some time. That pertains
to the Eastern States, but not here, be-
cause the building industry is on a keen
and competitive basis. I cannot see build-
ers from the Eastern States or overseas
being interested in undertaking contracts
in this State. We should set some stand-
ard to which builders should adhere.

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN., I see some
merit in the amendment. By agreeing to
it we will not destroy the incentive of the
218 builders, referred to by the Minister,
to pass their examinations.

The amendment provides protection to
some builders. The wording of the amend-
mient is mandatory. The builder has to
be engaged in the capacity of manager
or supervisor for not less than five years;
furthermore, he has to be, in the opinion
of the board, competent to carry out
buildinga work.
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The Hon. R. P. HtJTCHISON:. I Sup-
Port the amendment. I received a letter
from the Suburban Building Co. relating
to this amendment. It proves that mare
than one builder will suffer if the clause,
in its present form, is passed. it reads-

Re the proposed amendment to the
Builders, Registration Act, now before
Parliament.

Upon reading the first published re-
port of the above Bill in the Legisla-
tive Assembly, we contacted our mem-
ber. Mr. Grayden, and explained to him
certain points which we considered
should, in fairness to many builders,
be embodied in the proposed amend-
ment. Fior instance, when the original
Bill of 1939 was first introduced, all
builders who applied for registration
were duly registered without any ex-
amination.

We consider that in cases where a
builder has successfully conducted his
business over the past five or six years,
which covers probably the most diffi-
cult period the trade has experienced
(as is evidenced by the number of
registered A-class builders who have
gone bankrupt), during which time he
has erected buildings each worth
£20,000 to £25,000 or wore, and has
performed this work to the satisf ac-
tion of reputable architects, and fur-
thermore, whose business reputation
ranks very highly with all the mer-
chants In Perth, such builder should
be entitled to the same privilege as
those of 1939 who were taken over, so
to speak, with the original Act.

We would appreciate your co-opera-
tion in having an amendment included
in the Act now before Parliament, that
would enable experienced builders as
above referred to. to continue in their
line of business without theoretical
examinations, as a builder's time is
fully occupied these days in supervis-
ing his jobs during the daytime, and
working late hours at night tendering
for further contracts.

If the amendment is not carried, build-
ing companies such as this one will be
ruined. Some builders have operated in
conjunction with a partner who is a regis-
tered builder. That is exactly what hap-
pens in the case of the big construction
companies. When the registered builder in
a big company goes overseas, he retains a
supervisor to attend to the job. The regis-
tered builder will not be on the job all
the time.

At this late hour in the session we
should not be dealing with legislation
which Is peculiar to this State. It is not
in existence in any other part of Aus-
tralia. It seeks to place reputable builders
in the hands of the Governent and to
subject them to Its whim. I examined

many housing development schemes In the
various States which I visited, and I know
that the people are perfectly satisfied with
the position which exists in the other
States.

This legislation was brought in at a
time when materials were in short supply
and labour was scarce; consequently the
standard of work was not as high as it
should have been. This Government states
it believes in private enterprise. Surely
no-one is more worthy of consideration
than a builder who has battled along and
reached a high standard in the industry.
What better example is there of a person
who has succeeded in private enterprise?

Some question was raised as to why
these people did not undertake the neces-
sary examination. I know the reasons in
the case that has been referred to, but I
shall not give them at this stage. The Bill
is an oppressive piece of legislation. It was
stated that the Labor Party introduced it,
but I was not here at the time. When
conditions are difficult in any industry,
substandard work may be carried out;
and that applies to the building industry.
Even now the trade unions in this State
are not anxious to retain this legislation.
I know what the effect will be if the Bill
is passed. It introduces oppressive con-
ditions. If I am here next session, I shall
endeavour to have the Act repealed.

The Act and the provisions in the Bill
are to apply to the metropolitan area
only; yet builders can go out into the
country and undertake contracts of any
size. Iin the metropolitan area there seems
to be a circle of builders whn are to be
protected. I cannot understand the reason.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFIT H: The pro-
visions in the clause under consideration
were requested by the Builders' Registra-
tion Board. it is not oppressive legisla-
tion. Is not Mrs. Hutchison initerested in
protecting the public? I can show her
many jerry-built houses in the metropoli-
tan area; and many people have invested
all their life savings in houses which were
not built to the required standard.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Despite 20
years of operation of the Act.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH; The
Builders' Registration Board found land
agents and others hiding behind the cloak
of a registered builder to carry on opera-
tions,

Th.- Hon. L, C. Diver: How long has
that been going on?

The Hon. A. F, GRIFFITH: For some
time. The board wants to put an end to
it.

The Hon. R, F. Hutchison, What
damage hs it done?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I can show
the honourable member many substandard
houses which have been built. I point
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out what takes place when a retired plum-
ber lends his registration to another party
to undertake plumbing work.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: Why does
this legislation not apply in other States?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am con-
cerned with Western Australia at the
moment. if a retired or elderly plumber
lends his name to a company and does
not supervise the work himself, he willfn
himself in trouble with the Public WorkS
Department.

The Hon. E. M. Heenan: But this pro-
posed supervisor has to be approved by
the Board.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is
so. This would mean that we would have
218 people ready to sit for the examina-
tion. Some would pass and some would
not. Those who did not would be classed
as being not capable of building some-
thing to the value of £10,000. If this
amendment were Passed, no reference to
examinations would be made, and a person
would become a registered builder if the
board said he could be registered. The
Bill simply provides that the person who
supervises shall be registered.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: The
Minister and the board seem very per-
turbed about those who have passed the
examination, and those who are now read
to sit for it. I think that is the only
substantial argument submitted by the
Minister against this proposal.

The 1-on. A. F. Griffith: It is unfair
that some should have to study and others
not.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I think
Mr. Heenan explained the situation fairly
well. The builder who passes an examina-
tion can nail a brass plate outside his
office, the same as Mr. Mattiske can as
an accountant. But the man who has
spent his lifetime on the practical side
of the work is surely entitled to considera-
tion also. The amendment moved by Mr.
Lavery is designed to allow the board, if
it sees fit, to register a man with whose
work it is satisfied. This provision applies,
in the principal Act, in regard to anyone
who is not a Western Australian. It is
now desired to include Western Australians
in that provision.

However, I am a bit fearful of the opera-
tion of the whole clause. Is It intended
that this legislation will have an effect
over the whole State? Certain people are
exempt from obtaining registration under
this Act.

The Hon. E. Mf. Heenan: How are they
exempt?

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: The pro-
vision in the Act makes them exempt. For
instance, a local authority is exempt. Also
ias long as one of the partners in a partner-
ship is a registered builder and supervises
the work, that partnership is exempt from
registration.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: No. The Pro-
vision now is that as long as they have a
registered builder whose name is included,
then they are exempt. Joe Blow could do
the work.

The CHAIRMAN: What about getting
back to the amendment?

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLANDl: I am
dealing with the amendment which deals
with partnerships.

The CHAIRMAN: I know, but the
honourable member is going all round it
and there has been far too much tedious
repetition all night.

The Ron. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am
sorry, but to explain my point, I am asking
for information on the matter. The only
substantial argument given by the Minister
against this amendment is in regard to
those who have sat for an examination or
who are about to sit for an examination.
Mr. Lavery wants the same provision to
apply to Western Australians as applies to
people coming in from outside.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: What I
endeavoured to convey to the Committee
was that in the event of this amendment
being agreed to, it would hardly be fair to
those 324 people who were registered as
B-class builders as a result of examination.
It would also be unfair to the 218 who are
ready to sit for the examination this
month; and it would hardly be fair to the
400-odd B-class. builders, some of whom
have, for a long time, been seeking regis-
tration as A-Class builders.

Would it be fair to have a dentist
qualified to extract teeth and provide
dental attention, and then in the Dental
Act have a provision stating that a par-
ticular group of persons need not worry
about passing an examination? In the
same way I believe this amendment, if
passed, would not be fair.

The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: Would it be
fair for us to pass the Bill as it is printed,
and put out of business a company in
South Perth, and others which too, have
done building work to the extent of
£100,000 per annum over the last eight
years? The Minister knows as well as I
do that we are splitting straws over this
matter. I believe there were some land
agents selling blocks of land and telling
people that they would build on those
blocks; and then registered builders were
doing the work for them. That is a type of
dummying; but my amendments are
designed to give justice to a small group of
people who, if the Bill as printed is agreed
to, will be out of business tomorrow. I
will be surprised if that is the sort of
private enterprise that this Government
stands for. I agree with the Minister that
this, virtually, is not a Government Bill.

The Hon A. F. Griffith: I did not say it
was not g6 Government Bill.
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The Hon. P. R. H. LAVERY: No, but the
Minister resented Mrs. Hutchison blaming
the Government for introducing it: and I
agree with the Minister in that respect.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: But she blames
the Government for everything.

The H-on. P. Rt. H. LAVERY: I blame the
board for it. Had the board taken a corn-
monsense attitude and offered these people
registration, the amendments need not
have been introduced. These amendments
have been drawn up by the Parliamentary
Draftsman, who omitted several words
which I had in the amendment I wanted to
have placed in the Bill; but the board
would know the half-a-dozen people who
would be affected if the amendments were
agreed to.

What has the board done to stop these
People from building over the last eight
years? I went through the complete file
which was laid on the table, and I took it
upon myself to make a copy of it. The
particular builder concerned was fined £3
and then £2, and the inspector suggested
that he be fined again for not having a
sign on the building. The board's solici-
tors wrote to the board on the 5th August
asking about a prosecution, and the board
replied on the 17th August stating that
it did not intend to proceed with the case.
That shows how much interest the board
has taken in the matter. In all those years
it has made no attempt to force Costello
to put up a sign. I am trying to make it
possible for Costello, and the company in
South Perth, to continue in business.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: And others.
The Hon. F. Rt. H. LAVERY: There will

be six or seven big people concerned. If
this firm has been dumnmying so much that
it has worried the board, why has not
the board done something about prose-
cuting it?

The Hon. A. F. Griffith:
mue what would happen,
amendment, to a man whom
fused to register?

Can you tell
under this

the board re-

The Hon. F. Rt. H. LAVERY: I am as-
suming that when the board was asked to
register a certain Person it would have to
be satisfied that the person had been
carrying out building work to the annual
amount stated and that he had been doing
it for five years. If he could prove to the
board that such was the case, the board
would register him. The cases I am sub-
mitting are of builders who have been
building for years: and to the extent of
£100l,000 worth of work per annum. They
have been building three-storeyed build-
ings; and the board, at some period, must
have felt that it could not stop them. If
members read my amendment, together
with the one which follows it, they will
see how it all works in. The board knows
the type of work that Costello and the
others have been doing; but if a person
had built one or two houses at Kalgoorlie

or Esperance he would have to Prove to
the board that the work was satisfactory.
I hope the amendment will be agreed to.

Amendment Put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Ron.
Hon.
Eon.

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Ayes-fl.
0. Bennetts Hon.
E. M. Davies Hon.
L. C. Diver Hon.
J. J. Garrigan Hon.
E. M . Heenan Hon.
H. P. Hutchison Hon.

Noes-13.
C. R. Abbey Hon.
J. Cunningham Ho..
A. F. Griffith Hon.
J. G. Hislop Mon.
L. A. Logan Hon.
A. L. Loton non.
0. C. MacKinnon

Pair.

F. R. H. Lavery
H. C. Strickland
J. D. Tahan
R. Thompson
F. J. S. Wise
0. E. Jeffery

(Teller.)

R. C. Mattiske
J. Murray
C. H. Simpson
H. XK. Wat~on
P. D. Wilimott
J. M. Thomson

(Teller.)

Aye. No.
Hon. W. P. WIllesee Hon. A. R. Jones

Majority against-i.

Amendment thus negatived.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND. The
Committee should vote against this clause.
Do the Provisions of proposed new section
108 mean that a partnership operating
in Geraldton, Kalgoorlie or Albany will
be required to do the things set out?

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: No. The
activities of the Builders' Registration Act
apply to the metropolitan area only.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am
doubtful about that, even though we have
the Minister's assurance. The Minister
said the clause is designed to eliminate
dummnying, I fail to see how it will do
that, because there are always several
loopholes. I would like to hear from the
Minister further.

The Han. A. F. GRIFFITH: I do not
want to mislead the Committee. I said
the Act would only apply to the metropoli-
tan area; I was not quite right, and I
would refer members to section 3 of the
Act. To the best of my knowledge no
other area has been proclaimed, and it
is not intended to proclaim any other
area.

The H-on. H. C. STRICKLAND: I thank
the Minister for this information. it
would not be possible for a partnership
to operate successfully and meet the re-
quirements of this clause. I would refer
members to Paragraph (a) of proposed
new section 1OB. If a partnership has
buildings under construction even around
the metropolitan area I fail to see how the
Provisions could be applied. It could not
operate as the board may require it to
operate, because as Mr. Mattiske has said
on more than one occasion the reason why
the Act is confined to the metropolitan
area is that the board would not be able to
police the Act if it were extended outside
the metropolitan area. So If the board
is unable to Police the Act outside the
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metropolitan area, is it reasonable to ex-
pect a partnership to supervise works
which could be spread out In various
towns of the State?

As an example, I would quote the
Qeraldton Construction Co. They would
not be required to provide the same
supervision as a partnership. Proposed
new sections lOB and 10C conflict: and
they discriminate as between a partner-
ship and a company. Where there Is a
Partnership the partners therein shall
cause their work to be managed and super-
vised between the partners registered. I
would refer members to proposed new
section 100 to indicate its relation to a
corporate body. This clause is designed to
catch up with certain Persons who are
,operating.

It would still not make any difference
if the person were employing dummies.
because that is what companies do. The
Minister said this was the board's amend-
ment not the Government's, so the board
is trying to catch land agents and other
persons operating as A-class builders. In
the 20 years of operation of this Act there
has been no dismay. The Minister says
he could show us jerry-built houses. But
that would be further proof that the Act
and the Builders' Registration Board were
ineffective. Buildings in Perth are no
better or any more substantial than the
buildings in other capital cities of the
world. Inquiries have been made, and it
has been found that this Is the only place
In the world where such a restriction
operates. This merely pushes the price up
in the metropolitan area, and it must stifle
competition If it continues to operate, be-
cause in the 20 years there have been only
118 registered by examination: and there
are another 200 sitting now, the Minister
tells us. They will not all pass, The older
ones must be reaching the stage of leaving
the industry, and we will finish up with
a small body of men who will have a
monopoly.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I said this
Bill was introduced by the Government
partly on the recommendation of the
Builders' Registration Board. I do not
want to bide behind the fact and suggest
it is not a Government Bill, because it is.
It resulted from a deputation to the Min-
ister for Works by Mr. Q'Neil. Further-
more, I did not say there were 100-odd
men who had passed the examination, but
322 who had passed, with another 218
to come. I refer Mr. Strickland to section
4, subsection (2) which deals with ex-
emptions, and the type of people exempt
from registration. We are to alter that
in respect to architects and engineers. The
Act provides that any company or other
body corporate whose building work is
managed and supervised by a person regi-
stered under the Act is exempt from the
necessity of registering. That means a
company or body corporate is exempt from

registering because it has a qualified per-
son managing and supervising the work.
Because of the Act there are building
companies which have taken the names
of registered builders and applied them to
their own concerns. That is where the
dummying comes in. There have been in-
stances where the registered men have not
been on the job for weeks and months.

The Hon, R.. F. Hutchison: How could
they be if they had more than one job
going?

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFTH: The per-
sons concerned are not building at all.
One has only to pick up The West Aus-
tralian to see advertisements by some
people who will build for returned service-
men for an extremely low deposit. Those
people are not qualified builders at all;
but, to defeat the Act, they use the name
of a registered builder. The board re-
quires that a company operating under
this Act shall show in its advertisements,
and on a notice board, where the work is
being carried out, the name and class of
the registered builder, and the person who
is managing and supervising the work.
The Act provides that in regard to a
partnership in which not more than one
is not a registered builder, there is ex-
emption from the necessity of obtaining
registration, This provision is being used
by unregistered builders to permit them
to operate. They simply borrow the name
of a fellow who is registered. In quite a
number of cases unregistered persons have
entered into a partnership, and the regis-
tered builder's interest in the firm has
been a nominal £1.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: Is the work
up to standard?

The Hon. A. F. GREhF=H: I do not
know. I suppose In many cases it would
be. The board thinks the present provi-
sion is unsatisfactory and has recom-
mended that the Act be amended to pro-
vide that in any partnership which in-
cludes unregistered persons, the building
work of the partnership must be managed
and supervised by the registered person in
the interests of protecting the public.

Ciause put and passed.
Clause 9-Section 22 amended:
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I move

an amendment-
Page 4, line 19-Delete aUl words

after the word "by" and substitute
the following:-

inserting after the word "builder"
in line 3 the passage-"-class A,
a fee of five pounds five shillings
and by every registered builder
class B."

The object of this amendment is to
allow registered B-class builders to regis-
ter for the existing fee of three guineas.
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The Bill provides for registration fees
to oe raised from three guineas to five
guineas for both A and B-class builders.

The Hon. H. K. Watson: They can
build up to £10,000.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Yes,
but the B-class builder is still restricted.
In all justice, a B-class builder should not
Pay the same fee as an A-class builder,
The builders who are considered to be
inferior should pay a reduced fee.

The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: I do not
support the amendment, because earlier
this evening we raised the amount of
building which can be performed in a
year by 100 per cent, in regard to a B-
class builder. Therefore, he would be cap-
able of paying a five-guinea registration
fee. I propose to move an amendment to
make the five guineas operative within the
metropolitan area. The Bill is not opera-
tive in country areas and I do not think
builders in those areas should have to pay
five guineas. I oppose the amendment.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The Com-
mittee has agreed to Increase the limit
from £5,000 to £10,000, and the board is
giving its services equally to A-class and
B-class builders. For the year ended the
31st December, 1958, the board had a
total income of £4,379. and it hopes, with
the increased fee, to have an income of
£6,815. There are 730 A-class builders arid
430 B-class builders, and, apart from the
fees, the board has other income of £725
derived from investments. Its estimated
expenditure is: administration, £2,570; in-
spections, £3,290; examination fees, £285;
or a total of £6,145, which would mean
an estimated surplus of £670. At present
members of the board receive £3 3s. per
sitting, with a maximum of £37 16s. in
any year, and it is thought they are
entitled to £4 4s., with a maximum of
£50 8s. Without the proposed increase in
the fee, the board will not be able to
meet its commitments. Mr. Thomson said
the country builder should not have to
pay the fee, but he receives the same
services as the metropolitan builder. I
hope the amendment will not be agreed
to.

The Hon. R. C. MAThISKE: The Min-
ister has told us the board has reserves
totalling £8,400 and a bank overdraft of
approximately £865, leaving it a reserve of
£7,500 in round figures. On the basis of
the £3 3s. fee the estimated deficit for the
coming year is £1,766. With 1,160 regis-
trations, the income from a £4 4s. fee
will be £4,872, still leaving a deficiency
of £1,173. The amendment would involve
administrative and bookkeeping difficulties.
In reply to Mr. Thomson, I would point
out that if a country builder does not
wish to pay the fee he can have his name

placed on the suspended list, and he then
pays no fee until he asks to be replaced
on the active list.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND:* I do
not think any differentiation in fees should
cause bookkeeping difficulties, as the only
difference involved would be the writing
out of a receipt for a different amount.
When a man has to put up a notice on
the job as required by the Bill, he feels
that he Is placed in a lower grade in the
public mind. in The West Ausiratian of
the 10th May, 1958. there were two ad-
vertisements by Architects Associates of
St. George's Terrace. One invited tenders
from registered A-class builders for a haill
at Mt. Yakine, a Job which would prob-
a-bly come within the £5,000 limit. The
other invited tenders from A-class builders
for a house In Mt. Lawley. Those adver-
tisements show that they did not want
to have anything to do with the B-class
builder. So there is a distinction.

The Hon. A. F. GRJFhT'rn: Persons re-
sponsible for such advertisements will now
realise that the limit has been raised to
£10,000 and that could easily do away
with that kind of advertisement. A fee
of £4 4s. instead of £5 5s. would result
in an annual deficiency of £540 for the
board, while with the £3 3s. fee the defi-
ciency would be £1,766.

Amendment put and and a division
called tor.

CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell, I
give my vote with the ayes.

Division taken with the following re-
suit:-

Area.-13.
Bon. G. Bennetts lion. F. R. H. Lavery
Hon. E. Mt. Davies Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. L. C. Diver HOn. J. D. Teaban
Hon, J. J. Garrigan Hon. R. Thompson
Ron, W. R. Hall Hon. F. J. S. Wise
Hon. E. Mt. Heenan Hon. 0. E. Jeffery
Eon. R. F. Hutchison (TC1IleT.J

Noes-la3.
Hen, C. M. Abbey non. 3. Murray
Hon. 3. Cunningham Hon. 0. H. Simpson
Hon. A. F. Griffith Hon. J. Mt. Thomson
Hon. J. 0. HISIOP Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. L. A. Logan Hon. P. D. Wilimott
Hon. A. L. Loton Hon. R. C. Mattiske
Hon1. 0. 0. MacKinnon (Teller.)

The CHAIRMAN:- The voting being
equal, the question is resolved in the
negative.

Amendment thus negatived.
The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: I cannot

agree with the contention that the regis-
tered builder in the country receives any
benefit from being registered.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Why does he
join?

The Hon. J. MA. THOMSON: I, and
many other country builders, became re-
gistered because we would then be en-
titled to build in the metropolitan area,
if we ever came to Perth.

The H-on. A. IF. Grifth: Would not
that be a benefit?
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The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: If a regis-
tered builder in the country was desirous
of building in the metropolitan area, he
would willingly pay the five guineas; but
I cannot see why be should pay that
amount when he receives no benefit.

To those who are concerned about the
financial side of the board, I suggest that
a charge could be made for the inspec-
tions that are carried out by the board
from time to time. This charge could be
applied towards meeting the deficit. I
move an amendment-

Page 4, line 19-Delete all words in
the clause after the word "by', and
substitute the following:-

inserting after the word "builder"
in line three, the passage-"with-
in the metropolitan area as de-
fined by section three of this Act,
a fee of five pounds five shillings;
all other registered builders."

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am
sorry, but I cannot agree with Mr. Thom-
son when he says that a country builder
receives no benefit from being registered
as an A-class builder. If he pays 10
guineas a year, he gets a cheap adver-
tisement, because he can advertise himself
in the newspapers, and he can exhibit
signs, where he operates, showing that
he is an A-class builder. The fact of being
an A-class registered builder carries a
terrific amount of weight with People who
want to build. The country builders who
are registered will retain their right,
whether or not they pass an examination.
to build a town hall in Perth if they so
wish.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes-S.
Hon. L. C. Diver
Hon. A. L. Loton
Ron. C. H. Simpson

C. H. Abbey
0. Bennetts
Ji. Cunningham
J. J. Garrigant
A. F. Griffith
E. MA. Heenan
J. 0. Hislop
0. E. Jeffery
L. A. Logan

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Mon.

Hon. J. MA. Thomsonm
Hon. R. F. Hutchison

(Teller.)

0. C. MacKinnon
R. C. Mattiske
J. Murray
H. C. Strickland
R. Thompson
H. K. Watson
F. D. Wilimott
F. J1. S. wise
J. D. Teahan

(Teller.)

Noes-la.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Eon.
Hon.

Majority against-iS.
Amendment thus negatived.
The Hon. R. C. MArflSCE: I move an

amendment-
Page 4, line 21-Delete the words

"five pounds five shillings" and sub-
stitute the words "four pounds four
shillings."

From the figures given by the Minister
there will, on the basis of a subscription
of three guineas be an estimated defi-
ciency of £1,766 during the current year.
If the fee is raised to five guineas there will
be additional revenue of approximately
£2,400, an'l this will mean a surplus of

just over £630. The board has accumulated
funds of over £8,000 from which the bank
overdraft must be deducted, leaving an
amount of approximately £1,500.

It is not the purpose of an organisation
such as this to accumulate funds to that
extent. If it is going to budget for a
surplus of more than £:630, the Position
will become worse; the funds will reach
terrific proportions. On the basis of an
annual subscription of four guineas, the
result will be a deficiency of approximately
£550. The total income for the year, on the
basis of four guineas, will be approximately
£5,600, and the estimated expenditure is
£6,145, leaving a net deficiency of approxi-
mately £550. Bearing in mind that the
board has accumulated funds amounting
to £1,500, it means that it has reserves
which will enable it to continue on the
basis of an annual deficiency of £550-that
is with a f ee of four guineas-for another
fourteen years. That is more than ample.
As it is not the purpose of the board to
accumulate funds, an annual subscription
of £4 4s, is sufficient.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The Com-
mittee made it clear that the fee of £5 5s.
Per Year was to be retained. If the fee is
fixed at £4 4s. there will be a deficiency
of f500.* Whilst the board Possesses assets
to the value of £8,450, they are made up
of fixed securities. In the first year it
will have to dispose of some of these
securities If the amendment is agreed to.
A balance of £3,000 is not very large for
any board to retain. It is better to budget
for a slight surplus.

The Hon. R. C. MA'rflSKE: Besides
the subscription fee, certain other items of
revenue have to be added. These are as
follows:-

Application fee .... ... 20
Certificates 5..
Examination fee .. 320
Interest .... 300
Fines and penalties .... 60
Sundry revenue .... ....1 20

The figure of £5,600 is therefore correct.
Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and Passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported without amendment, and

the report adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time and Passed.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL
THlE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban

-Minister for Mines): I move-
That the House at its rising adjourn

till 2.30 p.m. today.
Question put and Passed.

House adjourned at 3.20 am. (Wednesday)
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